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FOR~RD 
The need for standardization in the field of 
transistor semiconductors has been crystallized by the 
statement of Brigadier General Earle Cook, Chief of 
Research and Development, U. S. Army Signal Corps: 
I hope that an effective program of standard-
ization can be initiated to reduce the types 
required in order to save in the cost of our 
supply maintenance and stocking system. 
The one thing I want to avoid at all costs is 
the situation in the electron tube area that 
we have been trying to extricate ourselves 
from, with some degree of success, for many 
years. Too many similar types of tubes were 
developed ·vith only very slight differences 
in their characteristics and found their way 
into the military system. 
We don't want this sort of situation to 
develop again. Selectivity in stgndard-
ization is the only effective '\·ray to cost~ 1 reduction in the military supply system. · 
* Excerpts from a speech at the Texas Instruments, Inc., 
plaqt dedication in Dallas on June 24, 1958. 
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CHAPl'ER I 
PRESENTATION OF THE PROBLffi.1 AREAS 
A. Purpose of the Thesis 
1. Background Information 
Since the invention of the transistor in 1948 
by John Bardeen and \valter H. Brattain, two scientists 
of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, electronic firms have 
devoted much time and money to the improvement of this 
semiconductor. An element of altruism to improve the "state 
of the art" has motivated this expensive development pro-
gram; however, basically each firm has proceeded with the 
intent to improve its 'ovm competitive position in the new 
and fast-growing industry. This scientific competition 
has provided many innovations in the field of semiconductor 
devices in the span of ten years, but the rate of obsoles-
cence has been high. 
It is perhaps quite natural for a new industry 
to be unorganized while the individual corporations struggle 
for scientific and commercial dominance. The transistor 
output of these corporations has been largely of a non-
standardized nature; thus, the area of interchangeability 
has not been exploited. 
Quite simply stated, each segment o? the transis-
_tor industry is marketing a product slightly different in 
~some technical aspect from that of its competition. How 
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then is the industrial purchaser to determine which of the -
many available transistor types is best suited to his par-
ticular design requirements? This question introduces the 
industrial marketing problems related to the distribution 
of transistors. 
2. The Need for Standardization 
The healthy advancement of transistors, both 
from the view of technical progress and consumer acceptance, 
requires a uniform, industry-wide method of cataloguing and 
designating the various types. It is possible to visualize 
the chaotic conditions that can exist if each manufacturer 
of transistors assigns his own type number and the users 
have no common method for recognizing the characteristics 
of transistors. 
Fortunately, some of the electronic trade associ-
ations have recognized this problem and during the past 
three years, have gained partial industry cooperation in 
a cataloguing program. 
It shall be the major purpose of this thesis to 
investigate the problem of cataloguing transistor types and 
to offer constructive recommendations. Hovlever, a complete 
understanding of the cataloguing problem requires an 
investigation of other distribution problem areas: the 
rapid development of advanced transistor types and the com-
petitive implications associated with the importation of 
Japanese transistors. 
B. Hethod of Preparing the Thesis 
1. General Considerations 
12 
--~---~ 
One of the basic considerations in the preparation 
of this thesis has been the fact that the transistor 
industry is only ten years old. Everything connected \dth 
this industry is ne\·T and in the process of change; reap-
praisals relate to product improvement, manufacturing tech-
niques, and distribution policies. Hany theoretical texts 
are available expounding views on transistor design; but 
little is available to provide insight as to the commercial 
practices of the industry. 
Perhaps the term "industry" should be used rather 
judiciously at this stage. Instead, it would be appropriate 
to say that after ten years, some thirty competing domestic 
firms are producing transistor products. Each firm jeal-
ously guards its own production and sales statistics in 
order not to reveal useful data to competitors. 
2. Survey of Literature 
In view of the dearth of pertinent textual ref-
erences, use had to be made of trade papers and magazines 
to glean current thought on the subject of transistors. Sim-
ilarly with the recent advances in transistor design and 
production techniques, only the most current articles could 
be used. These trade sources had to be sifted, technical 
aspects were relegated to the background while the practical 
and commercial thoughts of the writers extracted. 
13 
The concept of standardization has not gained wide 
acceptance among design engineers utilizing transistor 
products. Although this problem will be explored in detail, 
at this point it will suffice to say that the typical design 
engineer of today is interested primarily in obtaining tran-
sistors produced for his specific needs. Obviously, this 
is an expensive method of utilizing transistors. 
Problems exist in the performance of transistor 
designs. It became apparent from the literature survey 
that the transistor products of today soon become techno-· 
logically outmoded. Thus, the cataloguing of transistors 
requires a system which will readily identify the varied 
output of manufacturers for design engineers of the elec-
tronics industry; yet, this system must be readily adaptable 
to the technical advances \!Ihich will be forthcoming. 
3. Survey of Trade Associations 
After failure in finding sufficient specific 
published commentaries on the topic of transistor distri-
bution, and in vimv- of the fact that the various elements 
of this youthful industry were engaged in a scientific and 
marketing competition, it became necessary to determine what 
forces, if any, were attempting to institute logical mar-
keting procedures. 
Attention was first given to the trade associations 
~·serving the electronic industry. It vTas thought that these 
groups, whose sole purpose is to aid and improve their 
i4 
particular segment of the industry, should have recognized 
the cataloguing problem. A listing of all major electronic 
trade associations was compiled and a general letter was 
mailed stating the thesis problem and requesting information 
regarding: 
1. Any program fostered by the organization for a 
standard means of coding and otherwise identifying 
the rapidly increasing types of transistors being 
produced; 
2. Any program designed to increase the reliability 
and to standardize the performance of mass-pro-
duction transistors; 
3. Plus, any general information or data '\<J'hich might 
be applicable to the thesis subject. 
The initial inquiry was purposely worded very 
general in order to elicit as much information as to the 
policies of the individual associations. This approach was 
highly successful and an eighty-six percent return was 
obtained. Unfortunately, most of the trade associations 
either had no formal policy on the subject or referred me 
to the Electronic Industries Association, one of the most 
progressive organizations in the field. 
At this point, a specific and detailed follow-up 
letter was submitted to the individuals representing those 
associations which have been sponsoring cataloguing activity 
among their membership. Once again, this mailing obtained 
the desired information. It should be mentioned that the 
associations actively attempting to institute a policy o~ 
standardized transistor cataloguing are very ~ew in number. 
4. Survey of Transistor Producers 
After obtaining the requisite background from the 
literature survey and determining the operating policies of 
the trade associations, it was logical to approach the 
individual transistor manufacturers as to their views 
regarding transistor cataloguing techniques. 
In contrast ~dth the general approach used vdth 
the trade associations, a specific questionnaire was formu-
lated for the manufacturers. The purpose of the question-
naire was to obtain brief answers to several o~ the key 
problem areas o~ standardizing and cataloguing transistors. 
Since the transistor industry is confined to a 
relatively few number of manufacturers, it was possible to 
utilize a 100% sample, which was further divided into two 
management categories - chief engineers and sales managers. 
By approaching all of the manufacturers, a most meaningful 
market research study was conducted; the results obtained 
from the questionnaire representing the views of the entire 
industry. 
c. General Introductory Conclusions ; 
As a conclusion to this introduction, some o~ the 
~ l 
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interesting problems encountered in the preparation of this -
thesis are presented. First, the subject of transistors 
lies in the realm of solid state physics; most of the texts 
and articles present scholarly and technical expositions on 
the design or use of this device. Hm·rever, the literature 
reports the constant improvement in transistor design and 
indicates the increasing need for an effective means of 
cataloguing these devices. 
In vievr of the lack of published material relating 
to this specific topic, it is believed that much of the 
information to be presented has never before appeared in 
print. Although this thesis shall present the current 
problems in the distribution of transistors and recommended 
solutions, the predicted growth of the industry in the next 
few years should create additional unforeseen problems for 
a subsequent thesis examination. 
Secondly, many unique marketing problems were 
encountered wlule preparing this thesis. The producers of 
this nevr technical product are competing not only with each 
other to gain the acceptance of the industrial consumer, but 
also \rlth a long-established product, namely the electron 
tube. Further, many of the companies \vhich are now devel-
oping transistors have competing divisions producing 
electron tubes, presenting internal competitive situations. 
~Also, the Japanese transistor industry has been exporting 
'increasing numbers of relatively low·- cost transistors to the 
17 
United States market in direct competition with American 
manufacturers. 
In smnmation, it is the purpose of this thesis 
to present a comprehensive foundation for others to build 
upon until a satisfactory cataloguing system is operating 
effectively for both the producers and consumers of 
transistor semiconductors. 
-~~----
~ 
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CHAPTER II 
THE TRANSISTOR: A SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEHENT Al'fD ITS ROLE 
IN ELECTRONICS 
A. The Transistor Defined 
The transistor is an electronic device which 
provides amplification of electrical signals by employing 
the peculiar conduction and rectifying properties of 
certain types of crystals called semiconductors. Such 
properties exist when these crystals contain very small 
amounts of impurities.2 
The transistor consists of a small block of 
semiconductor, usually germanium or silicon, and two other 
electrodes. The semiconductor crystal block is known as 
the base, and the two other electrodes are called the 
emitter and collector. The emitter, or left-hand contact, 
sends conventional current into the base, while the col-
lector, or right-hand contact, gathers this current. The 
entire assembly is embedded in a plastic case about the size 
of a kernel of corn. 
The base electrode is analogous to the grid of a 
vacuum tube, the emitter to the cathode, and the collector 
to the plate. Whereas the vacuum tube controls electrons 
in a vacuum, the transistor controls electrons in a solid. 
Also, the transistor differs from the vacuum tube in that 
it is a current amplifier rather than a voltage amplifier.3 
In simple terms, the transistor is a button-sized 
19 
~evice which can s erve as an amplifier, to make big signals~ 
' 
out of little signals; or as a switch,' to turn electric 
current on or off, or to direct its flow.4 
B. Characteristics of the Device 
Though the transistor is similar in function to 
the electron or vacuum tube, one of its many advantages over 
tubes stems from the simplicity of design. A transistor con-
trols and directs electric current within its metal core 
r a ther than through an intricate arrangement of '\vires and 
plates as in a radio tube. When compared to the vacuum 
tube, the transistor has many other superiorities: 
1. It is housed in a tiny cylinder less than an inch 
long. In f act, it is so small that one hundred 
vrlll fit inside an ordinary vacuum tube's glass 
5 shell. 
2. It vreighs just a fraction of an ounce, has no 
filaments, and generates almost no heat. 
3. It consumes about one-twentieth of the power 
required by tubes and has a long operating life. 
It has been determined that the average life of 
a transistor is 770,000 hours .as compared 1dth an 
average of 5,000 hours for a vacuum tube. 6 
4. It is solid in construction and extremely rugged, 
thereby being able to resist the shocks and jolts 
that would crack a radio tube. 
5. It has no warm up period and can be made impervious 
20 
to the weather.? 
The development of the transistor has provided the 
means for overcoming the vacuum tube's inherent limitations: 
short life, high power consumption, bulk, and fragility. 
c. Research and Development of the Transistor 
The use of crystals in electronics is not a new 
concept. The Curies, of radium fame, were among the first 
to work on the piezoelectric effect.* Modern applicat ions 
of the effect include the phonograph crystal pickup and 
ultrasonic radiation devices used in submarine equipmen~. 
Galena crystals were used in the early radio sets! 
However, even though their performance could be measured, 
the causative forces behind the crystal's action could not 
be explained. Experiments with these crystals ended with 
the development of the electron tube. 
After World War II, research on crystal devices 
was continued in the hope of developing an amplifying 
device. The efforts at the Bell Telephone Laboratories 
were successful when on 30 June 1948, John Bardeen and 
Walter H. Brattain developed the point-contact transistor. 
The name for the device was evolved from the two words: 
transfer and resistor. 
Discovery of the transistor revived the study of 
-~- --------------------------------------------------------
* The piezoelectric effect refers to the property of 
-certain crystals that, when twisted or bent, produce a 
voltage across the faces of the crystals. 
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solid-state physics, and opened the way ~or crystal devices 
to compete vTi th the vacuum tube in the ampl:i.:~ying ~ield. 
1. The Early Type: Point-Contact Transistor 
The early point-contact transistors employed two 
wires in contact vdth a crystal to provide, ~or the ~irst 
time, an ampli~ied reproduction o~ an input electrical 
signal ~rom a semiconductor device. The emitter and col-
lector electrodes were ~ine wires touching the base a ~ew 
thousandths o~ an inch apart. The base was normally a 
germanium crystal containing small amounts o~ arsenic or 
antimony as the requisite impurity. The electrical resist-
ance betv1een the collector and the base was normally quite 
large and limited the ~low o~ current.8 
. The point-contact transistors s~~ered ~rom t\·To 
major troubles. First, early production techniques did not 
make ~or mass-production o~ large numbers o~ transistors 
with su~~iciently similar characteristics. In some instances, 
the num1ber rejected exceeded that o~ the acceptable units. 
Second, the transistors were expensive because of the costly 
and time consuming methods used in puri~ying the base 
material. 
2. Today's Type: Junction Transistor 
Research continued at the Bell Telephone Labora-
tories, and in 1949, Dr. William Shockley invented a new 
kind o~ transistor called the junction transistor. In a 
22 
classic paper, Shockley presented the analysis of a crystal ~ 
device containing junctions between semiconductors with 
different properties, each junction taking the place of one 
uoint contact.9 
Simply stated, the junction transistor consists 
essentially of a sandwich of semiconductor materials into 
vrhich controlled amounts of impurities have been introduced 
to provide specific characteristics.10 
In contrast to the point-contact transistor, the 
first junction transistor was not fabricated until some time 
after the basic theory had been established. The junction 
transistor has now almost completely replaced the point-
contact type in most applications.ll Prior to the practical 
utilization of this invention, two important obstacles 
had to be overcome: 
1. A method had to be found to purify a semiconductor 
element to degrees as high as one part of impurity 
to a billion of metal; and, 
2. A technique had to be developed for producing 
perfect single crystals of dimensions as large 
as several cubic inches. 
a. The Purification Technique 
The basic ra'v materials from vlhich transistors are 
made - germanium or silicon metal - must be refined to a 
-degree of purity perhaps unparalleled in any other 
~ndustrial process. 
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The purification problem was solved initially by a 
"zone ref'ining" process in which a crucible of' germanium 
metal was drawn through a series of induction heating coils. 
The heat caused the metal to melt. As the germanium cooled 
betvreen the coils, the for\·Tard end cooled f'irst, causing the 
impurities to drift toward the rear since they pref'erred the 
molten state. 
Some experiments have produced units with no more 
than one part of' impurity per trillion - or something less, 
as General Electric's Dr. Malcolm H. Hebb has noted, than 
one counterf'eit dollar in the total national debt. 12 
The next step is somewhat paradoxical. In order 
to achieve precisely the right degree of resistance to 
electricity, the transistor material is ''doped" or caref'ully 
mixed with impurities. 
b. The Honocrystalline Technique 
In producing large, single crystals, the molecular 
structure· of' the metal must be rearranged. To that end, the 
super-pure, caref'ully doped ingot of' material is remelted 
and grown as a single crystal. To accomplish the mono-
crystalline process, the manuf'acturers employ complex 
crystal pulling machines which they of'ten build themselves. 
A small "seed" or perfect piece of' crystal is 
lowered into the molten ingot, and slowly drawn out; in a 
sort of' ultra-delicate equivalent of' candle dipping, the 
molten metal solidifies on the seed with each dip, thereby 
2lr 
·enlarging the crystal. 'rhe final product, roughly the size"' 
of a plum, then is ready to be sliced dovm by ultrasonic 
cutting tools or tiny diamond saws into the rice-grain-
sized heart of several thousand transistors.l3 
D. Assembly of the Transistor 
The actual assembly of a transistor begins after 
the elaborate raw material processing previously discussed. 
The techniques of assembly vary \ddely, but in one method 
the sliced bits of germanium or silicon - the operating 
core - are further shaped by chemical etching; tiny dots of 
indium or some other alloy are fused to each side, then 
wires are soldered to each of the indium dots. A third \dre 
is attached, and when the transistor is put in its tiny 
container, it is complete. Great care is taken to preserve 
the purity of the transistor; a microscopic drop of 
moisture can be ruinous. 
This assembly process is extremely tedious - the 
tolerances required are extremely close, and the operation 
must be performed by hand since transistors have not yet 
been standardized. As General Electric Corporation, which 
has as much labor-saving machinery as any manufacturer, 
observes: "Any really worthvlhile mechanization is going to 
cost $250,000 for just one machine in the processing line. 
Its too risky to spend that much with transistor design as 
fluid as it is today.ullr 
As a consequence, the typical transistor factory 
consists of rows of girls in white smocks, seated at long 
tables in a special dehumidified room. The delicacy and 
difficulty of their tasks may be judged by the fact that on 
some jobs rest periods are scheduled every twenty minutes. 
Naturally, labor costs are high averaging thirty-five .:per-
cent of total costs according to one firm. 1 5 
E. Applications of the Transistor 
1. Applications of the Past 
The automobile radio supplied the need v-rhich 
speeded the development of the power transistor in 1956. 
In use, this transistor, even though four to five times more 
expensive than the equivalent electron tube, replaced the 
tube, vibrator, and power supply at a cost reduction and 
provided greater reliability.l6 
The enumerated characteristics of the transistor, 
as well as the mechanical stability with which they may be 
constructed, suggest the advantages of this device for 
portable equipment such as radios and hearing aids, as \'iell 
as for many military applications where size, weight, and 
ruggedness are critical. 
A significant application of the junction transistor 
was in the hearing aid field. The small size and high 
efficiency of the junction transistor made it a natural 
choice as a low-pm;rer, compact audio amplifier for hearing 
aids. Also the initial high cost of transistors "\'las not a 
serious deterrent in this application compared to the more 
competitive fields of radio and television. Today all 
commercially produced hearing aids are completely transis-
torized.17 
2. Applications of the Present 
At present, the transistor's market penetration 
has been limited to areas where price is secondary to com-
pactness, strength, or low current demand. The present 
transistor cannot handle large voltages. Except experi-
mentally, it cannot deal \dth the comparatively high fre-
quencies required, for example, by television sets. Cur-
rently, the transistor cannot quite match the vacuum tube's 
resistance to heat - self-generated or otherwise - vrhile in 
operation. Furthe:rmore, on the average, the transistor is 
still far more costly than a vacuum tube.l8 
The transistor's present limitations appear 
neither insurmountable nor permanent. The performance of 
transistors is continually being improved. 
With respect to the heat barrier, the industry 
already has scored a major break-through. In 1954, Texas 
Instruments perfected transistors made from silicon rather 
than germanium metal. The change virtually doubled heat 
resistance. By the end of 1956, the company was making tran-
sistors which could operate at temperatures up to 250 degrees 
Centigrade - nearly 150 degrees more than germanium can 
·stand. According to the Radio Corporation of America, 
experimental types now are functioning at temperatures 
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several hundred degrees hotter still.l9 
As for higher frequencies, General Electric, among 
others, announced in April 1957 that it had developed three 
new transistors which could be used in television and radar. 
Both markets, which demand frequencies of 45 to 60 mega-
cycles, hitherto have been unreachable. 20 
As for voltage capacities, commercially made tran-
sistors today can handle only forty watts at best. Tubes 
have been built that will deal with 10,000 watts. However, 
experimental transistors with higher voltage capacities are 
already being tested. 21 
So fast is transistor technology advancing that 
better and more versatile models are being unveiled almost 
daily. General Electric now estimates that at the present 
time - price aside - transistors can do the work demanded 
of eighty percent of receiving tubes. Receiving tubes 
account for nearly half of the vacuum tube market. 22 
a. The Silicon Transistor and Its Present 
Applications 
The recent showing of silicon transistors at the 
National Electronics Conference in Chicago indicated a 
growing use of the device in industrial equipment. However, 
there was still a block in the minds of some design engineers 
with respect to using transistors of any type in their 
_equipment •. In fact, the use of transistors in instruments 
was questioned in some quarters. Two representative instru-
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ment people at the conference were against transistorizing --
their equipment. '~he best transistor you buy still doesn't 
give the performance the vacuum tube gives," stated a spokes-
man for Wayne Kerr Corporation of Philadelphia. His company 
uses no transistors at all in its precision equipment. 
"Besides lack of performance," he said, 11use of transistors 
poses a problem because of the lack of engineers with 
practical design experience utilizing transistor products. 
HovTever, all instrument producers will be forced into tran-
sistorization soon because of military requirements; the 
Government wants better reliability, low power requirements, 
and small size.n23 
Elsewhere many supporters of transistors were to 
be found. A representative of Offner Electronics, Inc. of 
Illinois said that any difficulties that arise in the use of 
transistors can be eliminated by the proper designing of 
circuitry. 24 
Other opinions expressed at the Conference were 
as follows: 
1. "There is no quarrel with the statement that at 
present for many applications, the vacuum tube has no replace-
ment. That, however, is subject to change with further 
transistor developments." 
2. "Transistorized test equipment is in a minority 
now, but soon it '-rill be in the majority. The laboratories 
have eliminated, to a great extent, the problem of changing 
- l 
characteristics. 11 
3. "The all-transistor instrument should really be 
utopian. If you make it all solid state, you can almost 
completely eliminate all problems due to tube failure. 
Theoretically, if a silicon transistor is made right, it 
should never wear out; you should never have to replace 
it." 25 
b. Commercial Applications of the Transistor 
Typical of current attempts to find useful com-
mercial applications for the transistor is a Post Office 
Department project. This Department is trying to develop 
a transistorized version of an electronic reading machine 
for sorting mail. ~~. Wade s. Plummer, director of the 
Department's research and engineering office, in House 
Appropriations Subcommittee testimony, requested $439,000 
for development of the new reading machine. 
The present automatic reading machine, when fully 
developed, could be connected to a sorting machine for nearly 
automatic processing of mail. Expanded use of the equip-
ment would be possible if it had greater decision-making 
capacity. Therefore, it is planned to develop an enlarged 
reading machine in a transistorized version. An attempt 
will be made to include in this machine's capacity the 
ability to recognize hand-addressed mail. 26 
Early in 1959, it was forecasted that industrial 
requirements for transistors to be USed in computers vlOUld 
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double those of the previous year. It was also anticipated-
that military purchases of transistors would exceed those 
of 1958 by forty percent.27 
In summarizing the present attitude of the tran-
sistor industry, it may be said that the markets for tran-
sistors are boundless. One s pokesman has said: "Our opti-
mistic future estimates are based on the thought that tran-
sistors can be used in everything from the largest computers 
to mechanical top.:s." 28 
3. Applications of the Future 
The electronic industry is entering a thirty- or 
forty-year period during \·Thich solid-state physics 
vdll dominate and point out the course for the 
future. It is obvious that the industry went 
through a similar period of vacuum tube technology. 
The new era, though, is not simply an extension of 
the art but represents a complete redirection for 
the industry. 
The future will rest with thin films, special 
ceramics, and inter-metallic compounds. The whole 
field will be dominated by solid-state and in ten 
or fifteen years you , .. ,on 1 t recognize electronic 
equipment in its present embodiment. We suspect 
that when we get hold of the individual molecules 
and determine the inherent behaviour of the materials, 
then we shall get greater reliability. 
This must be a step-by-step process and one accom-
plishment in this direction is the mesa - the tran-
sistor of the future. * 29 
While germanium and silicon share the attention 
-of transistor manufacturers today, many other advanced semi-
----------------------------------------------------------
* Excerpts from an interview given by Dr. Daniel E. Noble, 
executive vice-president, l-1otorola Inc. 
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conductor materials are being explored and developed in the 
research laboratory. The goal of this effort is to produce 
more reliable transistors which will operate at temperature 
extremes. To date, numbers of transistors are only in the 
development stage; however, it is anticipated that many 
additional specialized lines of transistors made from various 
semiconductors will be available within five years. 
a. Introducing the Tunnel Diode 
Radio Corporation of America recently announced 
the development of an electronic device that is smaller, 
uses less power, and operates at faster speeds than the 
transistor. The development of the device, called a germa-
nium tunnel diode, is not exclusive with RCA. It will be 
of benefit to many companies and industry in general. 
The device was first described scientifically by 
Leo Esaki, a physicist of the Sony Company of Japan in the 
Physical Review of January 1958.3° Whether or not the 
product may prove patentable by the Japanese, tunnel diodes 
will be made by a variety of companies in this country. 
Nearly all the leading companies in electronic components 
are interested in the device. Other research work has been 
carried on and important progress has been made by others 
including General Electric, Bell Telephone Laboratories, 
and Texas Instruments. 
The turL~el diode - like the electron tube and tran-
·sister - controls the flow of electrons that make up an 
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'·electrical current. Hicroscopic in size, and consisting of 
two sand~dched pieces of germanium, the tunnel diode makes 
use of a phenomenon known as negative resistance. It pro-
vides a "tunnel" for electricity which would not have been 
conceived, even theoretically, without quantum physics. It 
is inexpensive to produce, requires hardly any current, is 
unaffected by temperature changes, and functions over an 
extremely vrlde frequency range without setting up noise or 
interference of its own.31 
Economic implications of the tunnel diode go beyond 
the dollar sales and the prorits from diodes themselves. A 
whole new range of desirable electronic end products vdll be 
made, once new systems and products have been designed, the 
diodes becoming available in quantity. RCA stated that the 
tunnel diode, which functions one hundred times faster than 
a transistor, will be -used "in the near future" in minia-
turized communications equipment, computer storage and 
memory circuits.32 
In many applications, the tunnel diode will re-
place the transistor. But of more importance, it 'dll 
present applications that have not been possible up to now, 
just as the transistor made possible applications which 
vacuum tubes did not allow. In effect, the tunnel diode may 
be said to go as far beyond the transistor as the transistor 
goes beyond the vacuum tube.33 
33. 
b. Research with Semiconductor Haterials 
1. Development of Intermetallic Compounds 
Most highly regarded semiconductors for transistors 
are gallium arsenide, indium phosphide, and silicon carbide. 
Both the military and industry are involved in research 
studies in this area. Industry's efforts have been both 
stimulated and sponsored by the military's interest in high 
temperature devices. 
Gallium arsenide has high electron mobility and 
high energy gap which allow it to operate at higher fre-
quencies and higher temperatures than silicon and germanium. 
Texas Instruments looks for gallium arsenide units to 
operate at temperatures up to 325 degrees Centigrade. 
According to Dr. Rolf Peter of RCA's Semiconductor Division, 
gallium arsenide triode transistors are "on the brink of 
usefulness." However, results are not yet fully controlled, 
nor fully repeatable, Dr. Peter said.34 
Elemental boron may also be of value in high-
temperature devices. Studies with this semiconducting 
element are under way at General Electric's laboratory in 
Schenectady, the U. s . Army Signal Research and Development 
Laboratory at Fort Monmouth, and Eagle Picher Company, Cin-
cinnati. 
As a result of the competition among manufacturers 
to produce practical transistors of intermetallic compounds, 
a new market for small-volume materials suppliers is 
-, 
emerging. The new business is in precious metals and rare 
earths in spheres and pellets. 
2. Exploration of Germanium and Silicon 
The basic importance of present-day ~aterials, such 
as germanium and silicon, was pointed out by Herman Fialkov, 
president of General f r ansistor Corporation, who said that 
11 ne1.v11 materials 1.dll account for less than five percent of 
transistors in the next several years. He contends that it 
is more important to expand the device art before experi-
menting 1.-li t h new materials.35 
Although research is going forward on the rela-
tively unknovm compounds, the industry is forging ahead vdth 
its exploration of germanium and silicon. While no one 
underestimates the importance of germanium to transistor 
manufacture, the swing to silicon is increasing. Some 
scientists, such as Dr. Harris M. Sullivan of General 
Electric's Advanced Semiconductor Laboratory, predict that 
silicon i.dll eventually replace germanium in most semi-
conductor devices.36 Fairchild Semiconductor Corporation 
is committed to silicon transistor production. Dr. Robert 
N. Noyce, vice-president and general manager of the firm, 
said it is his firm's experience that silicon's performance 
characteristics are far superior to germanium's.37 
This vievrpoint is not especially nevr, since 
experts in the field have been predicting the rise of sil-
icon because of its longer life potential as compared with 
germanium, better voltage stability, and its high melting 
point. The new aspect o~ the situation lies in the ~act 
that so many ~irms are voicing their co~idence in silicon 
over germanium all at once - roughly within the past six 
months or less. 
There does not seem to be any indication o~ a s1dng 
back to germanium. It may be pointed out that germaniun1 
transistors, operating at very high ~requencies, have the 
edge over silicon because o~ greater carrier mobility. How-
ever, several devices have already been introduced in the 
semiconductor ~ield which permit a circuit modi~ication that 
surmounts this problem.38 
There are also conventional bi-polar transistors 
in the high ~requency ~ield which may lead to silicon tran-
sistors that can operate in ~requencies now handled by 
germaniums. 
c. The Problem o~ Sur~ace Property Control 
· Chie~ obstacle in researching materials for tran-
sistors is the slow progress being made in the ~ield o~ 
sur~ace property evaluation and control. Almost every semi-
conductor manu~acturer in the country has an engineering 
program trying to expand its knowledge in that area. Dr. 
John Moore o~ the P. R. Mallory Company has said that it is 
not so much the ability to control sur~ace contamination 
and structural disorientation in the laboratory as it is 
the ability to control these problems in manufacturing to 
a point where both surface contamination and crystal struc-
ture can be predicted on thousand unit lots.39 
In another area, General Electric's Dr. H. M. 
Sullivan sees the need for 11major break-thro:ughs 11 in purifi-
cation of elements and in the means of measuring the impu-
rities remaining in the elements. Mentioning surface 
phenomenon, he said, "Our inability to stabilize surfaces 
is costing us more in yields than any other problem we 
have." The General Electric Laboratory is learning tech-
niques of treating surfaces so as to retain permanence of 
surface conditions. General Electric researchers are trying 
to understand the role of dislocations and imperfections in 
device fabrication and performru~ce, with the possibility of 
building these into the materials.4o 
Westinghouse is examining surfaces from the stand-
point of surface oxidation. The company's work has recently 
resulted in a ne111 means of producing crystals through a 
technique kno'~ as dendritic groYTth. This, according to 
Westinghouse officials, produces a material ready for use 
and needing no surface treatment.41 Other companies, too, 
are hoping through their materials research work to come up 
with new approaches to the semiconductor art. 
d. Development of Low-Temperature Transistors 
A small number of groups are studying transistors 
at low temperatures - down to cryogenic temperatures, in 
fact. Some of the firms studying transistor behavior at 
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cryogenic temperatures include Westinghouse, Sylvania 
Electric Products, and P. R. Hallory. Only a specialized 
military market exists for this type of product, and no 
commercial applications for cryogenic transistors are fore-
seen in the near future.42 
e. Investigation of Transistor Coatings 
One area that has not been explored very exten-
sively by the industry is that of transistor coatings. The 
Army's Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratory, Washington, is 
making a determined effort to discover some material with 
which to coat transistors easily and economically so as to 
seal them off from the atmosphere.43 
f. Future Industrial Applications 
Ultimately all electronic equipment sent into 
outer space will be transistorized, Dr. Wernher Von Braun 
said at the National Military-Industrial Conference held 
in Chicago during April 1959. The Director of the Opera-
tions Division of the Army's Ballistic Missile Agency 
discounted the belief that certain types of radiation \dll 
cause erratic changes in the transistors.44 
The transistor is widely used now, he said, and 
it has been put under a severe enough test to pretty vrell 
prove that it will stand up when subjected to any kind of 
radiation. The only possible effect radiation might have 
on the transistor would be that it might shorten its 
lifetime. 
During Bell Telephone Laboratories' tenth anni-
versary celebration of its invention of the transistor:, 
the firm's spokesmen emphasized that the transistor industry 
is on the verge of maturity. vli thout further nevi discoveries 
or developments, they predicted that the dollar volume of 
transistor sales should exceed $500 million by 1968.45 
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CFIA.PrER III 
THE TRANSISTOR AND ITS HARIOOING H1PLICATIONS 
A. The 11ul ti-Faceted Problem of Competition 
In recent years, the transistor has been accorded 
technical acceptance by the electronics industry. Even with 
t lus vote-of-con:fidence, accompanied by mounting sales and 
profits, the optimistic future of the transistor industry 
has been clouded with an intense marketing problem- compe-
tition. 
The problem has not been con:rined to transistor 
manufacturers challenging each other for segments of the 
market. In addition, the competitive complexities involve: 
1. the resistance of vacuum tube manufacturers to 
the encroachment of technological advances; 
2. bickering within corporations that maintain both 
tube and transistor divisions; and, 
3. the increasing importation of foreign-made tran-
sis tors. 
1. The Intra-Industry Struggle for Transistor 1·1arkets 
It is deemed natural that in any growing industry 
there should be a struggle by the manufacturers to obtain a 
profitable share of the expanding market. Technical progress 
within the transistor industry has been proceeding at a 
rapid rate, and the various companies comprising the indus-
try have been attempting to attract nevi customers vd th nevi 
-· 
transistor innovations. This technological competition has 
nindered the industry in establishing an effective program -
of standardization. 
It has recently been stated that a communication 
bridge between marketing techniques and technical know-how 
must be established by transistor manufacturers or they 
will four1der in an economic morass during the next decade. 
Technical improvement commences with the customer, and not 
with the transistor manufacturer. The customer has the prob-
lem, and the manufacturer must plan his products to help 
solve that problem. No longer can a transistor manufacturer 
blindly chart its course, hoping for success. It must 
determine, through the use of marketing methods, the poten-
tial its products have for military or commercial acceptance 
before introduction.46 
To emphasize the need for effective market 
research and planning, consideration should be given to 
t he future evolution of the transistor industry. Automated 
production will separate inefficient producers from the 
industry. In the opinion of Julian K. Sprague, president 
of Sprague Electric Company, competitive attrition will cut 
the number of American transistor firms fro~ the present 
thirty-six dovm to perhaps four or five. To prove this 
point, he cited a report by the Federal Government's Elec-
tronic Resources Development Agency which has planned the 
military transistor requirements for the thirty month period 
ending December 1961. This Agency expects production of 
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thirty-eight million units worth an estimated 210 million 
dollars. Approximately thirty million of these units are 
of thirty basic transistor types; narrowing this thirty 
million unit procurement further, it appears that five 
volume leaders are scheduled for two-thirds of the 
business. * 47 
This vie"'.v regarding the competitive evolution 
of the transistor industry has been supported by other 
leaders. Naturally, every producer is confident - at 
least publicly - that his firm will survive and prosper. 
Almost all transistor producers have st~~ed out the part 
of the marke t which it intends to occupy. For example, 
General Electric foresees a transistor industry 1.nth no more 
than eight or ten major manufacturers, accounting for at 
least ninety percent of the business; a few highly special-
ized small firms will share the rest. General Electric 
believes that, at a minimum, it 1.dll have ten percent of 
industry sales.48 
Because of the large concentration of electronic 
and missile firms situated on the West Coast, several major 
transistor firms have been locating in this area as a means 
of capturing this large market. New buildings for labora-
tory and production space are being erected both in the Los 
* The five volume leaders are General Electric Company, 
Radio Corporation of America, Texas Instruments, Inc., and 
the Sprague-Philco Corporation team. 
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~geles and San Francisco areas, mechanization to boost 
volume is being introduced, and marketing sta~~s are being 
expanded. Some producers in the Western areas expect that 
the net result of this transistor production vlill be loviered 
prices - perhaps to the point vmere they will actively com-
pete with vacuum tubes within the next eighteen months. 49 
The transistor industry is clearly bracing ~or a 
fight. The severity of the struggle may be mitigated by the 
future gro·wth of the electronics industry as a vThole -
observers have predicted a rise from a volume o~ 11.5 billion 
dollars in 1958 to 16 billion dollars by the end o~ 1960.5° 
But the stiffening competition Vlithin the transistor trade, 
its intricate technology, the inevitable advance o~ tran-
sistor science, and the heavy research costs accompanying 
it - all are likely to exact their toll. In the face of 
such barriers, it seems clear that only the financially 
strong and well-managed companies vdll flourish. 
2. The Challenge by Tube Nanufacturers 
The rapid grovlth of the transistor industry has 
recently been challenged by a concerted ef~ort on the part 
of the vacuum tube producers. Eight major producers of 
tubes have formed a man~acturers' group to promote the 
use of tubes by engineers designing electronic equipment. * 
* The eight companies consist of General Electric Company, 
Radio Corporation of America, Philco Corporation, Tung-Sol 
-Electric, Inc., Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Raytheon 
~anufacturing Company, Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., and 
CBS-Hytron Company. It should be noted that all eight 
companies make transistors as well as tubes. 
The ne1.,r Electron Tube Information Council implied in its 
first statement that among its purposes is the forestalling 
of any headlong rush to replace tubes with transistors. The 
Council said that "··· Both vacuum tubes and transistors will 
have their place in the market; neither will be able to meet 
all of the applications required. Neither device ~till put 
the other out of business." 51 
If an inter-industry controversy ~Tere to flare up 
over the relative merits of tubes versus transistors, the 
effect might be the reverse of that intended by tube pro-
ducers. The present situation finds tube manufacturers 
presenting educational campaigns slanted toward design 
engineers, with the hope of stimulating increasing tube use, 
particularly in military e quipment. It is possible that an 
educational program - if presented objectively - might open 
new markets for transistors since these devices have not 
been used in some applications "~:rhere they are superior to 
tubes. 
However, according to tube manufacturers, transis-
tors have proven to be inadequate in applications that would 
better have been handled by tubes. These tube producers do 
not malign transistors, but rather stress that there is a 
place for both. The result has been one of pushing aside 
the transistor in many applications. Thus, the tube cam-
-paign has become something less than a simple gentlemen's 
~greement to apportion the market based on the relative 
advantages of each component. 
It is true that certain areas of application· are 
s till closed to transistorization, particularly those invol-
ving extremely high temperatures. But, the basic efficiency 
of transistorized systems - their reliability and long-
range low cost - has been proven throughout the industry. 
At present, tube manufacturers are formulating 
plans for the establishment of a centralized operation for 
the military procurement of electron tubes. Tlris plan has 
been limited to tubes because they are well standardized 
and more susceptible to single procurement procedures. If 
this cooperative plan of the tube manufacturers proves suc-
cessful, it might s peed the development of a transistor 
standardization program - since it is doubtful that tran-
sistor producers will allow their military sales potential 
to be stymied by a marketing maneuver. 
Some representatives of the transistor industry 
claim that many vacuum tube manufacturers have been resting 
on their laurels through years of complacency, and now are 
finally awakening to the fact that they will have to engage 
in research and development activities to keep abreast of 
the ma~ket. It i s thought that tube manufacturers would do 
better to expand their research efforts rather than engage 
in an expensive educational campaign. In general, the f eel-
-ing of the transistor indus try is that despite rapid 
advances in both vacuum tubes and transistors, neither 
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product i s expected to put the other out of business.52 
The question, yet to be answered, is whether the 
tube manuf acturers' campaign to promote their products will 
tend to retard t he sales of t ransistors, and cut into the 
volume figures predicted by t he industry at the beginning 
of the year? 
3. The Bicker ing Within Cornorations 
The preceding section ha s described the compet-
ition encountered from the tube producers. A definite 
relationship exists between this problem and that of intra-
corporate politics since each of the eight companies form-
ing the Electron 'l'ube Information Council also produce 
transistors. The exe cutives of these firms should be i mpar-
tial i n t heir treatment of the two components for resistance 
to tec~~ological chru1ges can only mean reduced profits and 
pres tige in the long run. HOivever, t'-m responsible leaders 
- V.l . vl. Watts, group executive vice-president, Radio Corp-
ora tion of America ru1d L. Berkeley Davis, general manager, 
components division, General Electric Company - who are in 
charge of bo t h tube and transi s tor production for their 
respective firms, have made strong public statements stress-
ing the advantages of tubes over transi s tors.53 Surely, 
sound business policy should dictate against this t ype of 
utterance. 
Historically some of t he big component producers 
ean trace their difficulties in establishing transi s tor 
production to the fact that responsibility for development 
was given to their tube departments - but these tube depart-
ments were not interested in transistors.54 
Conversely, Texas Instruments, Inc. established 
their transistor division with the philosophy that small 
electronic manufacturers could compete successfully with 
the large firms only in solving new electronic problems. 
The announcement of the Bell Telephone Lab's transistor 
presented such a pr oblem: how to mass produce the new 
device. Texas Instruments moved faster than the large pro-
ducers since they had no big investment in a tube plant to 
protect, no tube technology or traditions to forget. As a 
result, Texas Instruments was thxee years ahead of compe-
tition in announcing their developed silicon transistors 
in 1954.55 
This intra-corporate competition i s a rather 
interesting marketing situation. It proves the existence 
of a common hazard in electronics: even when a market has 
been shaken down - as it has in electron tubes - ne1·1 tech-
nology can come along and again upset it. The transistor 
has proven to be a threat to the rate of gro1~h of the 
tube market. Tube makers cannot afford to stay out of tran-
sistor development, but the costs are heavy - only in 1956 
did transistor sales equal the cost of research and devel-
opment. The compensating factor, so far as the general 
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state of competition is concerned, is that new technology 
can be the avenue by which new firms enter electronics.56 
4. The Transistor Industry Reacts to Foreign 
Competition . 
The competition engendered by the importation of 
foreign-made transistors presents several paradoxes. The 
Electronic Industries Association (EIA), composed of Amer-
icah electronic equipment producers, argues that increasing 
imports of Japanese transistors and transistor radios made 
1-dth cheap labor constitutes a threat to American elec-
tronic development. However, most Japanese producers learn-
ed the basics of transistor manufacture from patent 
licensing arrangements with American firms. 
a. The Flexible Harketing Policy of American 
Industry 
The sales of Japanese transistor products in the 
United States have increased because of both the direct 
marketing of Japanese-brand products, and the selling of 
Japanese items by American firms under their ovn1 brand 
names. Also, a number of American firms have been using 
Japanese transistors as parts in products assembled in the 
United States. This is not the first time that American 
manufacturers have adopted a philosophy of, "If you can't 
lick them, join them." For example, inability to compete 
with imports has led most American watch makers to rely on 
lmported movements. 
Typical of the marlceting policies of American 
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manufacturers are t he following specific cases. Trav-ler 
Radio Corporation recently announced the introduction of a 
line of portable tr~~sistor radios using Japanese components. 
Originally, Trav-ler produced transistor radios ~dth all 
American parts, but found that it could not compete price-
w~se. The company solved its problem by buying from Jap-
anese suppliers . just those parts requiring a great deal of 
labor, and are thereby able to compete in price with Jap-
anese-made radios. 
Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corporation has been 
selling, under its Jefferson-Travis trademark, around 20,000 
four to eight transistor radios monthly made by Stru~dard 
Radio Company of Toh7o. Similarly, the Bulova Watch Company 
has been marketing transistor radios throughout the United 
States at jewelers that handle Bulova products. These 
radios '1.vere built in Japan by the Nat sushi ta Electric 
Company, but bear the Bulova label. Also, Hotorola Inc., 
which has been buying transistors in Japan for American-
assembled radios, will soon begin to market a six-transistor 
"shirt-pocket" radio made entirely in Japan. 
Sanyo Electric Company of Japan produces transis-
tor portables for Radio Corporation of America's non-North 
American markets under the R. C. A. Victor brand, and 
markets its sets in the United States under the brand name 
and distribution organization of Channel Master Corporation, 
a leading American antenna maker.57 
This collaboration of American and Japanese pro-
ducers conflicts vrlth a national drive recently launched 
by the EIA to have its members place "Buy American" or 
''Hade in America 'I'Ti th American Labor" labels on home products. 
b. Marketing Problems Associated with Transistor 
Imnorts 
In terms of being a distribution problem, Amer-
ican producers are vrell vli thin their rights in attempting 
to maximize 9rofits - and reduce domestic competition -
through the use of inexpensive foreign labor. Ho\·lever, 
from the vie\~oint of transistor standardization, this 
collaboration of American and Japanese interests presents 
several problem areas. First, the American transistor 
industry ha s not been completely successful in instituting 
effective controls over the cataloguing of domestic pro-
duction. It then becomes largely problematical whether 
Japanese transistor production vlill be compatible vrlth 
existing .American types, or 11hether the domestic market vlill 
be faced vlith further type duplication. 
Second, and quite germane to the preceding prob-
lem, is the area of replacement potential. Lack of tran-
sistor standardization has led to a frustrating situation 
when a new part ha s been required for transistorized portable 
xadios. This replacement problem involves: 
1. the local vrh.olesaler ,,.,ho lost the replacement 
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sale because he could not supply the needed 
transistor; 
2. t he service technician who could not promptly 
satisfy hi s cu~tomer; and, 
3. the customer -vTho was deprived of the use of his 
radio. 
The distribution of replacement transistors has had to take 
a secondary role to the more profitable business of selling 
units, in large quantities, to the manufacturer of original 
equipment.58 As long as profit is a dominant motive, it is 
u_~derstandable that the transistor manufacturer has placed 
such emphasis on volume. Ho•tTever, consideration should be 
given to the needs of the consumer in both supplying and 
cataloguing replacement transistors. 
B. The Expanding Narket for Transistors 
1. An Examination of the Growth of Transistor Sales 
Sales gro1~h of the transistor has been described 
by a rather conservative electronics publication as "phe-
nomenal." This solid state device has replaced certain 
vacuum tubes for purposes of amplification, signal gener-
ation, and rapid switching operations. Invented at Bell 
Telephone Laboratories in 1948, transistors achieved their 
first significant production runs during 1953 1-li th a volume 
of 6oo,ooo units. During 1959, some 36 manufacturers sold 
-··an estimated sixty-six million units v.alued at llto million 
-dollars. Chart I (on page 51) illustrates the rapid sales 
CHART 
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I: FACTORY PRODUCTION AND SALES OF TRANSISTORS 
FOR THE YEARS 1954 THROUGH 1959 
(In Millions of Units and Dollars) 
UNITS 
OOLLARS 
1954 1955 1956 1957 
.-
-YEARS -
1958 . 1959* . 
*ESTIHATED 
Source: Appendix, Table A, p. 133. 
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TABLE I: FACTORY SALES OF TRANSI STORS TO VA."R.IOUS MARKErS 
IN UNITS AND 1X>LLARS 
FOR THE YEARS 1951+ THROUGH 1958 
(In Thousands of Units and Dollars) 
-
YEARS 
-
HARKEr CLASS 1954 1955' 195'6 195'7 1958 
Original 
Egui:Qment 
2lt,96lt Units 1 293 3,50~ 11,770 39,927 
Dollars $4:855 $11,80 $32,524 $63,369 $95' 3llt 
Distributors 
Units . 12 111 723 1,304 2,472 
Dollars $ 130 $ 268 $ 1,095 $ 2,302 $11, 32lt 
Direct 
Governmen t 
Unit s . 7 16 185 85' 160 
Dollars $ 89 $ 93 $ 3,329 $ . 679 $ 787 
Ex-port 
Uni t s 6 15 .162 2,385 4, lt92 Dollars $ 48 $ 88 $ 4o4 ~~ 3,389 $ 5,305 
Total 
. Uni t s 1,318 3,647 12,84o 28,738 47,051 Dollars $5,122 $12,253 $37,352 $69,739 $112,730 
Source: Electronic Industries Association: .Electronics 
Industry Fact Book 1959. New Yor~ 1959. P• ·39. 
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growth of the tr~~sistor industry. 
Prior to 1958, about forty percent of transistor 
production went into entertainment devices - portable and 
auto radios. Since then, the relative importance of the 
entertainment market has decreased due to grmving appli-
,,, 
cations in the military and industrial areas. ~able I 
(page 53) illustrates transistor demand by various markets 
for the period 1954 through 1958. Transistorization of 
computing and processing equipment has reduced the size 
of these systems by fifty percent and has afforded count-
less technical advantages. There are presently hundreds of 
electronic instruments and accessories for use in labora-
tories that have been transistorized. Compactness, relia-
bility, and low power requirements are responsible for the 
diverse applications of transistors that range from tran-
sistorized toys and hearing aids to instrumentation in 
missiles. 59 
2. An Examination of the ~1ili tary l~arket 
Official estimates of military requirements for 
transistors for the thirty month period ending December 1961 
foresee a one hundred percent increase, and a similar pro-
jection of requirements for the next six years indicates a 
ten-fold increase. The Defense Department's newly reorgan-
ized Electronic Production Resources Agency, which coordi-
--nates military electronic needs with industry production 
~apabilities, has assembled estimates of future needs on 
the basis of data supplied by the three military services 
and their contractors. Military needs will reach a minimum 
total of nearly twenty million units by the end of 1961, 
nearly double the 1959 military consumption. The six-year 
projection predicts an annual production level of one hun-
dred million units by the end of 1964. Also included in the 
six-year projection of transistor needs were certain antic-
ipated requirements which were not considered in the two-
and-a-half-year estimates. For example, it includes ex-
pected consumption by defense supporting programs such as 
the National Aeronautics and Space Agency, the Federal 
A~ation Agency, and certain other unspecified programs 
not included in the shorter projection. 
It is interesting to note that of the 592 tran-
sistor types considered in the projection through 1961, 
32 account for about eighty percent of the total estimated 
production. The estimates through 1961 were based on the 
following assumptions: 
l • . About fifty percent of the equipment now in 
preproduction or research stages will eventually 
go into production. 
2. Transistors \dll be produced about six months in 
advance of weapons systems production schedules. 
3. Nominal manufacturers• attrition will amount to 
ten percent of units produced. 
4. The Federal defense budget will remain near · present 
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levels. 
Figures were arrived at by the military services 
on a sampling basis. Needs for major weapons systems having 
firm or planned production schedules were included, and the 
number of transistors required by each weapon unit was a 
major estimating factor. The prQjections for all 592 tran-
sistor types considered in the study have been divided into 
six-month periods through the end of calendar year 1961: 
July - December, 1959 
January - June, 1960 
July - December, 1960 
January - June, 1961 
July - December, 1961 
Undistributed 
-
TOTAL 
5,336,615 Units 
5,377,045 II 
6,742,729 
12,153,682 
6,823,444 
If 
" 
If 
1 , 6 57 ' 0 20 II 
----------------38,090,535 Units 
The total of more than 38 million units, when broken down 
by military service, shows the Air Force as the largest 
customer with 21,721,942 units, the Navy second with 
12,133,737 units, and the Army third with a requirement of 
4,234,856 units.6° 
The Electronic Production Resources Agency stated 
that the estimate of an annual production rate of 100 mil-
lion units by 1965 appears realistic on the basis of over-
all planning ?Chedules and the anticipated transition of 
equipments from research and development stages into pro-
duction. Thus, it can be seen that military spending vdll 
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be a means of considerable sales for companies marketing 
the desired transistor t ypes. 61 
c. Pricing Policies \•li thin the Transistor Industry 
The tempo of price changes in the transistor 
-----~ 
industry has increased markedly as manufacturers become 
more familiar with their production tobls and their markets. 
The pattern of every new and fast growing industry reflects 
a normal cycle or period of production evolution, produc-
tion efficiencies and improvement on vlhich hinge lovTer 
prices. However, even though improved production tech-
niques, better yields, and higher sales volume do provide 
some impetus for lower prices, it has been proven in the 
transistor industry that competition- and competition -
alone - is the prime price regulator. Where competition 
has been thin, price levels dipped gradually in keeping 
with the dovrn-curve typical of the transistor industry 
since its birth. But where two or more firms have pro-
duced the same transistor type, the declines vlere signif-
icantly sharper. These have been the reasons, according 
to industry observers, underlying recent erratic behavior 
in the pricing of some transistor types.62 
In cases where a firm has the market to itself 
on a particular type, the price of the transistor has been 
pegged high enough to provide a good profit margin, yet 
low enough to discourage other entries in the field. How-
ever, should a second or third producer move into the field, 
l 
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then prices can logically be expected to tumble rapidly. 
There ha s been nothing really unique in transistor pricing 
policies; producers have merely been following the basic 
principles of economics. As the industry matures, and battle 
lines are more clearly drawn, these basics vdll exert an 
increasing influence on prices. 
In specific terms, the following table indicates 
the tangible steps which the transistor industry - as a 
'"hole - has achieved in reducing the average price per unit. 
TABLE II: AVERAGE TRANSISTOR FACTORY PRICE PER UNIT 
FOR THE YEARS 1954 THROUGH 1959 
llAR 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
AVERAGE PRICE 
$3.89 
$3.36 
$2.91 
$2.43 
$2.40 
$2.12 
Source: Electronic Ne1vs. vol. 4, no. 158, 17 August 
1959. p. 63. 
For the reasons previously enumerated, it becomes 
apparent that the transistor industry ha s managed to reduce 
average factor y unit price forty-six percent in the span 
~f five years. The current goal is to reduce prices to a 
. 
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poi~t where transistors are directly comparable to receiving 
tubes. Eventually that goal will undoubtedly be :_attained. 
59 
CHAPTER IV 
DISTRIBUTION PROBLEMS WITTHIN THE TRANSISTOR INDUSTRY 
A. Channels of Distribution Utilized by the Small Firms 
The channels of distribution utilized by the 
transistor industry follow a rather logical course. The 
smaller producers select representatives to market their 
output to either distributors or directly to other elec-
tronic manufacturers. These small firms, in attempting to 
gain maximum distribution of their transistor line, caru1ot 
in most c~ses afford the luxury of a regular salesforce. 
Thus, the electronic manufacturers' representative fulfills 
a needed function in marketing the complementary products 
of several small manufacturers to other consumers at a 
minimum cost. In this way, the transistor prices of the 
small firms can remain competitive \dth the entire industry 
since distribution costs are effect ively in balance. 
B. Channels of Distribution Utilized by the Hedium-
Sized Firms 
The grm,rth of the transistor industry has pre-
sented a r ather interesting problem to some of the early 
manufacturers. Those producers, who started manufacturing 
on a relatively small-scale, such as General ~ransistor 
Corporation, have witnessed a rapid increase in sales volume. 
The profitability of operations has now necessitated a 
z eappraisal of distribution policies. At present, these 
medium-sized firms can equate the advantages of establishing 
their own salesforce against the services provided by their 
representatives. Hovrever, many advantages of direct selling 
depend upon the continued growth of the transistor market -
and the individual company's share of the market. Thus, 
the inherent risk of technological change has deterred the 
transistor firms of this size from introducing direct selling 
at this time. At any time a better product may sweep the 
market. It has been said that business judgment, backed by 
the kind of money that can pay for at least a few mistakes, 
is the new and highly important ingredient to be added to 
transistor manufacturing.63 The decision regarding distrib-
ution is a particularly vital one for the growing transistor 
firm. 
c. Channels of Distribution Utilized by the Large Firms 
On the other hand, the large transistor firms, 
such as General Electric and Sylvania, have direct channels 
of distribution already established for their products. The 
problems - ~d costs - that confront other transistor firms 
are more readily absorbed by the large, multi-product cor-
poration vdthin their existing sales organization. It must 
be realized that competitive electron tubes can be marketed 
through the same channels and to many of the same consumers 
that utilize transistors. Thus, it can be said that the 
gravity of distribution decisions is of far more consequence 
to the medium-sized firm than to the nevrly-organized 
6i 
producer or corporate giant.64 
D. The Acute Problem of Transistor Standardization * 65 
Design engineers have indicated a growing dissat-
isfaction with transistors, but oddly enough, neither per-
formance nor reliability has been the cause. All but the 
most critical engineers have been pleased vrlth the improved 
service, more refined characteristics, and miniaturization 
achieved in the last few years. The dissatisfaction has 
been created by the ever-growing number of transistors 
being listed. Each week sees new publicity releases and 
advertisements extolling the latest types. The conscien-
tious engineer should be a·ware of nevi products for proper 
fulfillment of his design responsibility. 
1. An Illustration of the Problems Associated With 
Transistor Selection 
Hov1ever, selection of the proper transistor can 
be a complicated process. In a typical case, the design 
engineer, -vmrking on new equipment, must determine the 
required transistor parameter values for his particular 
application. If employed by a large, well-staffed company, 
the engineer can turn his requ~rements over to a special 
standards .group or purchasing division and await samples 
of the ordered t ypes for operating tests. In this case, 
the engineer is little involved in the actual selection 
-* Information in this section '"as obtained from bibli-
Dgraphic reference 65. 
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of a transistor. 
If employed by a small or even medium-sized firm, 
the design engineer must personally select the transistor 
for his application. To accomplish this, the engineer can 
consult a single manufacturer's brochure and with luck 
emerge with a type close to his needs. But, to comply with 
government contractual regulations, several sources of 
supply should be located; thus, the engineer would be forced 
to consult all manufacturers' listings. Since cross-
referenced interchangeability lists are not available for 
many types of transistors and since many companies do not 
publish such lists, the engineer cannot cut corners on time. 
After searching, the engineer may end with seven 
different type numbers, each more or less suitable for his 
purpo se. He then faces the problem of selecting the best 
transistor type. Since each is listed under a separate 
number, all must be different to some degree. The engineer 
may select three or four types and use these as his final 
selection - or he may request samples and prices for all 
seven. To honestly justify his selection, he may subject 
samples of the seven types to numerous tests and days later 
conclude that the seven types are identical, so far as his 
use is concerned. 
Unfortunately the transistor field is in a state 
of confusion on standardization because of its rapid 
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expansion. As more and more transistors are developed, the 
listing mounts; during the year 1958, 223 additional types 
were listed. If all the listings were truly new and repre-
sented advances in the transistor art, there would be no 
cause for concern - but such is often not the case. Advances 
are but one reason for the gro-vring transistor list. Another 
important reason is the prevailing marketing policies of 
most firms. 
2. Causative Factors for the Multiplicity 
of Transistor Listings 
A manufacturer, who receives an order for 100,000 
t ransistors to meet a particular specification, may produce 
a s many as 150,000 to obtain the desired yield for his 
order. At the completion of production, the units are 
graded according to parameter measurements. If all has 
gone 1.vell, the major portion of output will fall in the 
center area of the yield curve. Units that fall beyond 
acceptable tolerances \~!'ill not satisfy the customer 1 s 
specifications. The question facing the manufacturer is 
what to do 1dth this excess quantity? Other users, vdth 
non-critical applications, are willing to purchase those 
transistors that can fill their needs. The manufacturer 
therefore 1.dll sort his output into several groupings. The 
major bulk will be assigned to the original customer; the 
remainder 'vill be offered for sale to the industry. 
If the manufacturer is producing this transistor 
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type for the first time and plans to carry it as regular · · 
stock, he may reserve a JEDEC. (Joint Electronic Devices 
Engineering Council) number by supplying advance information 
on characteristics to the Electronic Industries Association 
(EIA). At the completion of production, exact figures 
must be sent for final type registration. This is the point 
when cooperation between manufacturers is put to trial. If 
EIA should advise the company that its type is similar to 
an existing one, the firm can perform a service to the 
industry by accepting the older number designation. The 
transistor types created from units outside the specified 
yield area may also be sent to EIA for type registration. 
Failure to comply vri th the suggested listing may easily 
result in a half-dozen nm.; numbers for the engineer to 
consult during transistor selection. 
Ther are several reasons to explain why a manu-
facturer 1'/ould deliberately aim at registering ne1·1 transistor 
types. Late type numbers signify technological advances and 
better products from the sales executives' point of view. 
It has been argued that the listing of old types in a new 
brochure is poor merchandising. Also, it has been said 
that more types have meant greater confusion and time 
investment by the user. . This, in turn, often has led to 
orders based on users' specifications as one means of 
saving time and obtaining the desired product. These 
custom~made units may not really be anything special. Addi-
tional tests on stock units by the manufacturer vdll often 
ferret out the desired type - which sold under the guise 
of custom-made units will provide extra mark-up . 
Not all the blame for the increased types lies 
vdth the manufacturer. Application engineers for the major 
transistor producers and standards engineers employed by 
large users argue that quite a fe'\v design engineers do not 
really understand their ovm requirements. Rather than take 
a chance, the design engineer imposes strict specifications 
on transistors to achieve the utmost circuit performance 
and reliability. Thus, the design engineer has also been 
responsible for the spa'\ming of new transistor types. 
Hore thorough analysis of circuit conditions by 
the design engineer could very 1.·.rell uncover possibilities 
for less critical transistor specifications. Nore confidence 
in the advice of application engineers might , according to 
some manufacturers, keep ne\v types - as vlell as prices -
dovm. 
3· The Hilitary Viewpoint Regarding Transistor 
Standardization 
To insure that delivered components, such as tran-
sistors and tubes, meet exact requirements, the military 
draws up and evaluates specification sheets. The conversion 
of manufacturers• data on a transistor type into military 
~pecific=.tion form may t~e one man several days to a \·leek. 
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The time spent by each br~ch to keep up vdth the rapid rise 
in all semiconductor types depletes not only money but 
technical manpovrer, of which the military is already short. 
Ne1.v and advanced-type transistors are being 
created from concentrated research and development effort. 
In the interests of better military equipment, these types 
should be fully tested and incorporated when successful. 
The expenditure of time and effort on the detail work 
associated \vi th the truly advanced type is justified. Hovr-
ever, it is a vmste to expend the same efforts on a "new" 
t ype which is actually identical to a previous unit but is 
called by another 11name 11 to satisfy a manufacturer's 
advertising department. 
l.r. The Narketing Position of the Electronic 
Industries Association .. 
A number of manufacturers and users, v:hen ques-
tioned on the causes of the growing transistor list, quickly 
blamed the Electronic Industries Association (EIA) for 
being too liberal in the issuance of new numbers. When 
confronted by these accusations, EIA spokesmen detailed a 
pract±ce common with many manufacturers. Assume that a 
manufacturer submits data on five nevT types for EIA revie'\·T 
and registration. After suitable search, EIA informs the 
manufacturer that three of the submitted types are suffi-
giently different from previous types and will receive new 
Qesignation numbers; however, the remaining two types fall 
into the category or transistors previously registered by 
another company several years ago. This news does not please 
the manufacturer's marketing department for they feel a 
competitive handicap in distributing brochures of a "new" 
line of transistors - three late JEDEC numbers and two with 
old numbers. Thus, the manufacturer advises the EIA that 
through neglect, he had failed to mention that the two early-
number t ypes would be encapsulated in a slightly different 
package than the earlier registrations, and should receive 
different designation numbers. 
At this point, EIA is obliged to allocate new 
numbers to what are, in effect, older t ypes. When the 
design engineer tries to evaluate these new types \dth 
previous ones, he vlill be at a loss to detect a..r1y electrical 
differences. Any efforts on the part of EIA to compel 
companies to comply with its recommendations can be met 'nth 
allegations of trust activity. Urgent pleas and strong 
recommendations are about the limit of EIA's power. 
\Vhile many manufacturers have been cooperating 
in the attempt to eliminate confusion, others persist in 
practices that deliberately foil the efforts of the EIA. 
At pre sent, the EIA has given vlide distribution to a standard 
data form as a means of facilitating comparison and exped-
iting standardization. However, many new registration 
requests have been made on company format with data points 
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not in agreement with EIA data forms. The failure of manu- --
facturers to cooperate in this matter of data submission 
has impeded both standardization and interchangeability of 
transistors. 
Interchangeability charts have been offered by 
some manufacturers as a guide for designers and maintenance 
groups. Often carefully prepared, these charts can only be 
trusted for general-purpose applications until test proce-
dures are standardized. Transistors for computers, high-
reliability military equipment, and the like must be sup-
plied from carefully prepared specifications containing 
exact test setup procedures. Practically all manufacturers 
agree that tests should be standardized, but they prefer 
their method: as the standard. Disagreement among manu-
facturers arises from the feeling that new and improved 
tests are required as certain parameter levels outperform 
earlier types. 
5. The Function of Professional Cataloguing Services 
Valuable time can be saved in the selection of 
the proper transistor by subscription to an engineering 
service, such as that offered by Data Search, Inc., of 
Silver Spring, Maryland. Pik-N-Peek punched cards are the 
heart of the rapid transistor search method. Each card 
represents a certain characteristic, such as type, power 
dissipation, and collector voltage. 
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A card marked "germanium", for example, would 
have numbers 1 to 500 printed on it, with the 2N transistor 
prefix omitted. Transistor types made of germanium would 
have holes punched above their numbers. Another card marked 
"pnpn would have holes punched for each pnp type. By super-
imposing both cards, all trans~stors up to 2N500, of germa-
nium pnp construction, could be found by noting the numbers 
that allo'\v holes through both cards. If a card marked 
"Collector Dissipation -1.01 to 3.own is added to the other 
two, it is a simple matter to find the germanium pnp types 
that could handle this power range. 
By cross-referencing the indicated types with a 
Table of Transistor Characteristics, arranged in order of 
2N-number, summary data and the manufacturer's name can be 
found to assist in final selection. 
Indexing space is extremely compact since there 
is not one card for each transistor type. For example, 
for a full cross-index of all transistors from 2Nl to 
2N500, a total of 68 cards is required to reference ten 
categories (type, alpha cut-off, beta, etc.) into sub-
divisions (alpha cut-off -0 to 300 kc, 301 to 1,000 kc, 
1.01 to 3 me, etc.). Four sets of 68 cards are available 
to index 2,000 transistor types. As new types are issued, 
new holes are punched, and the. card index set does not 
expand. Previous card systems, using one or several cards 
for each type, with cross-references, are cumbersome and 
. 
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multiply too rapidly for comfort. The cost of this transis~ 
tor service , which is revised monthly, is sixty dollars per 
year . 
But despite the aids available, needed at once 
are definitions of parameters and standardization of test 
methods. From these definitions, it is conceivable that 
all existing transistor types could be re-evaluated by 
their manufacturers on a comparative basis, thereby giving 
rise to an accurate and practical interchangeability for 
industry and the military. With all concerned using the 
same definitions, it should be possible to establish a 
classification system in which the type number could signify 
key parameter data. 
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CHAPI'ER V 
THE J APANESE TR.I\NSISTOR INDUSTRY AND ITS MARKEI'ING IMPACT 
A. The Increasing Problem of Japanese Transistor Imports 
Exports of transistors to the United States rose 
from 5,997 units shipped in the first nine months of 1958 
to 1, 828,341 units for the same period of 1959, according 
to Japanese Finance Hinistry figures.66 The Electronic 
Industries Association (EIA) has asked the Office of Civil 
and Defense Mobilization (OCDM) to investigate the growing 
volume of imports of Japanese transistors to determine 
\'lhether they threaten United States security. 
In filing the application under Section 8 of 
the Trade Agreements Extension Act, EIA president David 
R. Hull stated: 
Among the several semiconductor products, the 
import of Japanese transistors, as separate units 
or combination of units, and as part of end 
products, present the greatest threat to our 
national security. 
Representing one of the major United States elec-
tronic inventions in recent years, transistors 
constitute a vital part of our defense program 
and are used increasingly in the development of 
military weapons systems. 67 
The action was taken on recommendation of EIA's 
Electronic Imports Committee of which Robert C. Sprague, 
board chairman of Sprague Electric Company, is chairman. 
According to plans of the Japanese ·Ministry of 
-International Trade and Industry, production of transistors 
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~n Japan is expected to reach sixty-three n1illion in 1962, 
compared with an estimated sixteen million in 1958. Produc-
t ion is expected to reach twenty-nine million in 1959, forty 
million in 1960, and fifty-five million in 1961. Transis-
tors were first manufactured in Japan in 1954 with an out-
put of 290,000 units.* 68 
EIA stated that Japanese production of transis-
tors has risen from 560,000 in 1956 to 26,736,000 in 1958, 
and to 14,967,000 in the first quarter of 1959. EIA pointed 
out that while American production of transistors has also 
grown rapidly, the rate of increase is far below that of 
Japan. From 1956 to 1958, it said domestic production 
rose from 12,84o,ooo to 47,051,000.69 
Citing the low Japanese production cost as com-
pared with this country, because of wage and other cost 
differentials, EIA said this factor, together with the 
ext r emely low marketing and transportation costs, results 
in a competitive situation which places American manufacturers 
i n practically an impossible position. The prices of Japa-
nese transistors, even after the fifteen percent import 
duty, are far below domestic producers' prices. 
The petition declared that the increasing Japa-
nese penetration of the transistor market will have an 
---------------------------------------------------------
* This information was obtained from a study of the Tran-
~sistor Industry published by the Japanese Electronic Manu-
facturers Association in 1958. 
l 
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adverse effect upon the growth of the electronics industry, . 
thereby impairing efforts of American producers to provide 
the capacity to meet existing and potential national 
security requirements. EIA quoted the Commerce Department 
as saying that thirty-three percent of the transistors (as 
measured by dollar value) produced in this country in 1958 
were used in military equipment. 
Pointing out that expanding military demand re-
quires continued expansion of domestic production facilities 
and research programs, Mr. Hull warned that electronic 
firms will not be able to justify continued expensive 
research activities and plant investment if a major share 
of the transistor market is lost to foreign competitors.70 
B. Opinion Survey of Regional Transistor Leaders Regarding 
Imports 
A regional study of the transistor industry has 
revealed the many attitudes - both rational and emotional -
concerning the growing imports of transistors. Many American 
leaders have become concerned that Japanese transistors vdll 
soon find their way into the high-quality industrial markets 
in this county. However, a segment of the industry is still 
relatively unconcerned over the problem. A large majority 
of t he officials queried said they were supporting the EIA 
report to the OCDM.71 All view-points are presented in 
this section as a means of portraying the problem objec-
tively. 
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1. Opinion Survey of Greater Boston 
Transistor producers in the Greater Boston area 
have become convinced that Japan will soon pose a strong 
competitive threat in all marketing areas, '\·Ti th the pos-
sible exception of the military. They felt that soon, pos-
sibly by the end of 1960, Japan would hold a strong compet-
itive position in transistors used both in computers and 
electronic equipment generally. Already imports have cut 
deeply into certain American transistor types, and have 
"severely dislocated prices." 
In addition, imports have caused some United 
States equipment makers to delay l~ge commitments for 
domestic transistors while they await further Japanese 
developments. These delays in ordering have, in turn, 
disrupted long-range planning on the part of United States 
device makers.72 
While officials in Greater Boston declined to 
recommend speci~ic measures to counteract, or at least 
I balance, the sharp wage differential betv1een the United 
Stat es and Japan, most have been lending support to the 
EIA's report to OCD:t-1.73 Excerpts from comm:ents · by leading 
producers in the Greater Boston area may be found in the 
Appendix . 
2. Opinion Survey of Syracuse 
• 
H. Brainard Fancher, general manager of General 
~ectric Company's Semiconductor P~oducts Division, said, 
. 
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"Certainly, we are concerned about the competition of J apa-
nese transistors in the market place just as we are con-
cerned with all other competition." The division, 'l.vhile 
searching for effective answers to off-shore competition, 
has had a strict policy of not importing any transistors.74 
3. Opinion Survey of Chicago * 75 
Only one of three big home electronics manufac-
turers in Chicago has been using Japanese-made transistors, 
and the other b ·ro have no plans to use the foreign-made 
devices, according to the survey of companies in the area. 
Hotorola, Inc. has been using Japanese transistors 
purchased as a kit for one set - the Xll shirt-pocket radio 
receiver. ·- Reliability and performance of the Japanese tran-
sisters being used in the Motorola receivers have been 
excellent. The price differential has been thirty cents 
per kit in favor of the Japanese product. Hovrever, the 
price spread has narro1.·red since domestic manufacturers have 
increased transistor production. Notorola has no plans to 
use the imports in any other home electronic products -
including its transistorized portable television receiver. 
Two other concerns, Admiral Corporation and 
Zenith Radio Corporation, have no plans to use Japanese 
transistors in their radio or television sets. A Zenith 
·---------------------------------------------------------
* Information in this section was obtained from biblio-
graphic reference 75. 
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executive said his firm has neither been using nor consid-
er i ng the use of Japanese transistors for several reasons. 
He said it has been a question of quality, reliability, plus 
the problems posed by the language barrier and 11different 
thinking • II 
4. Opinion Survey of Los Angeles * 76 
Japan's transistor industry is in many instances 
the equal of American in research, automation, production, 
~~d skilled labor, said Frank A. Kasala, chairman of Nat-
ional Electronics Research and Development Corporation of 
Los Angeles. 
Mr. Kasala was extended an invitation for a sixty-
day visit to Japan by the Japanese Board of Trade and the 
Japanese Rocket Society. Upon his return, l'1r. Kasala said 
the Amer·can transistor industry is rapidly pricing itself 
out of the world markets because of high labor costs. For 
example, he cited the Hitachi Ltd. transistor plant, north 
of Tokyo, vn1ich uses low-cost labor, one-sixth to one-
eighth of American '\vage rates, but which introduces auto-
mation viherever a cost savings can be obtained. He further 
said that in order to protect themselves in Asia, American 
transistor firms now are either buying into Japanese firms, 
or establishing their 01.-m plants there. 
*- Information in this section was obtained from biblio-
~raphic reference 76. 
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In view of the grmd.ng American financial influence 
and control, it is conceivable that a system of grade stand-
ards, identical to those used in this country, might be 
introduced in Japan. 
Nr. Kasal a stated that Japanese transistors, now 
being used in computers and radios, are being imported in 
increasing numbers by United States manufacturers because 
they are priced one-third lower than comparable domestic 
devices. The Japanese share of the world transistor market 
has increased twenty-five percent since 1957, he asserted, 
adding that the "Japanese just seem to be adept at electron-
ics." 
5. Opinion Survey of Ne'\AT York * 77 
The American transistor industry has been busy 
urging radio producers ttnot to panic" into buying Japanese-
made transistors, an authoritative trade source indicated. 
It i.vas felt that those radio producers who have announced 
that they vdll use Japanese-built transistors are in a 
distinct minority. One firm indicated that only one of its 
t\venty-fi ve customers has been using any Japanese-made 
transistors. 
The transistor industry has been telling radio 
makers that radios are in a vulnerable position because 
------~~-----------------------------------------------
* Information in this section was obtained from biblio-
graphic reference 77. 
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they- the producers- are also facing stiff Japanese price ~ 
competition. "The quickest way to boost imports of Japa-
nese radios is for American radio makers to cooperate by 
importing Japanese transistors," this source said. The 
observer believed that within the year 1960, the United 
States transistor industry will be competing i+rice vii th 
the Japanese units. When the breakthrough in console radios 
ruLd television comes, the United States industry vdll pro-
duce at such high volume that transistor prices may even 
be below the Japanese. As it is, the United States prices 
have not been far out of line with Japanese units, this 
official said. 
He estimated that .the average price of the 
standard Japanese imported transistor was sixty-seven cents 
a unit. United States prices for comparable units have 
been vr.i. thin twenty percent of this figure. Hovlever, to 
the cost of the Japanese-imported units, United States 
radio makers must add hidden costs such as uncertain 
deliveries, threat of dock strikes, international condi-
tions, and lack of service. 
There are plans by the United States radio 
industry to stage a big "buy American" campaign to educate 
the public on advantages of buying made-in-United States 
goods. This campaign may take the form of stickers on 
·radios saying - 111-'lade vr.i th American parts." 
The threat of Japanese transistors is immediate, 
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not long-term, according to this obser¥er. If the radio 
industry panics into stampeding to Japanese-built units, the 
market for American-built transistors will collapse. Over 
the long-term, hovrever, American .transistor producers vdll 
be able to compete with the Japanese as volume rises. He 
expected a sharp increase in volume \vhen car and home console 
radios plus television become transistorized. "Television 
"!;Till probably be a bigger transistor market than all other 
entertainment uses combined," he said. 
C. The Japanese Attitude on Exportable Transistors 
1. o Sbibaura Electric 
A Japanese official of the Tokyo Shibaura Electric 
Company (Toshiba), major exporter to the United States of 
transistors and transistor radios, warned against revising 
the Trade Agreements Extension Act, as suggested by the EIA.* 
Dr. H. Irnai said that a "restrictive change in trade agree-
ment legislation may, in effect, have adverse reactions 
upon large segments of the United States electronics indus-
try." He further declared that imports of Japanese elec-
tronic equipment are not a threat to United States national 
-----------------------------------------------------------
* Dr. H. Imai of the Toshiba firm vlas visiting Chicago as a 
delegate from Japan to the Instrument Society of America's 
Fourteenth Annual Instrument-Automation Exhibition held in 
September 1959. Toshiba, of \vhich Dr. Imai is manager of the 
-Instrumentation and Automation Division, \vas exhibiting its 
newe s t transistorized instruments for the American market. 
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security. Rather, he said, the gro1dng strength of the 
Japanese industry in this field is an aid to America's 
defense. "Hany companies use transistors from Japan in 
their assembly and manufacture of defense products." He 
pointed out that many prominent American manufacturers are 
directly affiliated \rlth large Japanese industries and are 
substantial stockholders in those industries. 1This inter-
change of technical knowledge and cooperation is an integral 
part of modern Japanese-American trade relationships.u 
The Japanese industrialist hailed the Trade Agree-
ments Act as the most practical means for continuing world 
trade expansion and prosperity among free nations of the 
world. "Trade is a two-vray avenue," he said. "It is in the 
interests of America and all free nations and their people 
that the greatest possible interchange of goods and services 
be maintained. 11 
He said that any undue restriction on movements 
of commerce only brings with it retaliation by other nations, 
a reduction in world trade, thereby lowering standards of 
living ever~~here. Dr, Imai pointed out that American 
m~~ufacturers have a vital stake in overseas trade - despite 
the gro1~h in foreign production. In 1958, total United 
States exports to Japan -vmre $829,488,593, while imports 
from that country ~~ounted to $673,951,285. 
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a. Toshiba's Marketing Potential* 79 
A long-term transistor export contract between 
Toshiba and International General Electric Company (IGE) 
provided "an encouraging stimulus for self-confidence" to 
Japanese manufacturers seeking exports of electronic parts, 
a Toshiba executive in charge of foreign trade believes. 
The company has been contemplating exports of industrial 
and household transistors to the United States and other 
markets in quantities "substantially larger than ever." 
The Toshiba-IGE contrac:b signed in Hay 1959 pro-
vides for shipment of transistors and transistorized radios 
to markets other than the United States and Canada. The 
contract was written initially for a three year period and 
will be automatically renewed subject to changes proposed 
by either party. Under the contract, IGE has been author-
ized to use the "GE" or "INGE.rRIC" trademarks. Samples of 
Toshiba's transistors and radios were sent to the United 
States to be tested at General Electric's research labora-
tories prior to the contract. IGE has ordered a total of 
two million dollars worth of equipment including 8oo,ooo 
transistors and 75,000 transistorized radios. 
It is reported that Toshiba has been negotiating 
with Radio Corporation of America and two other American 
* Information in this section was obtained from biblio-
graphic reference 79. 
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electronic manufacturers described as "big as General Elec-
tric. 11 One of the contracts might possibly permit Toshiba 
to sell in the United 8tates under its own brand name. At 
present, Toshiba's products are marketed in the United States 
under its own or American distributors' trade names. The 
firm has not disclosed the number of transistors sold under 
the Japanese name. 
Toshiba has had a sales agreement with Hotorola 
Inc. since 1958. The company would not disclose details 
regarding this contract, but said the company is expected 
to ship 333,000 transistor radios to the United States and 
other countries under contracts other than the one 1-.ri th 
IGE. The Japanese firm has also made an arrangement with 
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corporation to ship t\·renty-fi ve 
million transistors to the United States during 1960. 
Toshiba assumes American electronic manufacturers 
have exhausted European producers capable of supplying com-
ponents in tieup arrangements and are now seeking new sources 
of supply in Japan. The firm also believes that leaders in 
the United States electronics industry have been occupied 
with :production of equipment for military purposes and are 
not sufficiently capable of producing household-use goods. 
b. Toshiba's Production Potential* 80 
1. Production Facilities 
Toshiba has completed a highly-automated plant for 
*--_ Information ·in this section was obtained from biblio-
graphic reference 80. 
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transistors which brings the firm's total production capac-
ity up to four million transistors monthly, doupling former 
production. The firm's transistor plant, vlhich is located 
in Ka\vas aki, a city adjacent to Tokyo, has a · total floor 
space of 260,000 square feet with the completion of the new 
82 ,000-square-foot factory next to the present plant. The 
ne"~:T plant, with a monthly capacity of two million transis-
tors, employs five hundred compared with 1,500 employees at 
the older plant \vhich has the same capacity. The relatively 
small number of employees hired at the new plant represents 
the degree of automation introduced in it. 
2. Production Statistics 
Production re.cords of the company indicate that 
Toshiba is now making about thirty percent of the total 
Japanese transistor production. In the three months 
starting vlith April 1959, the firm produced a monthly aver-
age of 1,84o,ooo units against a total national average of 
6,160,000 units monthly. 
Toshiba started the production of tr~~sistors in 
the beginning of 1957, when the firm turned out appro::r..imately 
tvrenty thousand units monthly compared '\vi th a monthly 
average of 170,000 units in the uhole country in the first 
three months of that year. The production of the firm 
averaged 150,000 units monthly in the final quarter of the 
.same year, and 280,000 units in the follovdng quarter. 
The output first passed the one million level in the final 
quarter of 1958, when the monthly average mounted to 
1,020,000 units. 
3. Production Utilization 
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Out of the monthly average of 1,84o,ooo units 
produced in the second quarter of 1959, approximately 
650,000 units, or about thirty-five percent, '·rere used for 
transistor radios and other transistorized products of 
Toshiba. Of the remaining 1,190,000 units, about 730,000 
units, or forty percent of the monthly production, were 
sold to domestic electronic manufacturers . These Japanese 
manufacturers were predominantly mru{ers of transistorized 
radios for export. Approximately 46o,ooo units, or tvrenty-
five percent of the monthly production, were directly 
exported by Toshiba in the April through June quarter of 
1959. 
An official of the export department of Toshiba 
said that transistor types being shipped abroad are predomi-
nantly for the entertainment-products market. While Japan 
has been producing only ten percent of its total transistor 
output for industrial purposes, the United States has been 
devoting almost eighty percent of its transistor production 
to industrial and military purposes . 
2. The Attitude of Other Japanese Firms & Associations*81 
Japanese transistor manufacturers have been busy 
* Information in this section was obtained from biblio-
£raphic reference 81. 
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producing units for their ever-increasing domestic demands, 
and have little additional capacity for exports at present. 
This is the position officially expressed by the Japan 
Electronic Industries Association and executives of the 
biggest transistor companies. 
Officials of the Association and those in executive 
positions at the manufacturing plants in Japan, when inter-
viewed by the Fairchild News Service, stressed that they 
do not intend to export transistors, but rather to promote 
sales of completed products. This position has also been 
endorsed by officials in charge of the electronics industry 
of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry. 
Hm·rever, the private opinions of executives 
directly in charge of export business in the transistor 
companies differ radically from the nofficial" opinions. 
Nichiden Electronic Company has been giving serious consid-
eration to exports of transistors to the United States and 
other countries. The company has been expanding and 
strengthening its foreign sales organization in preparation 
for an anticipated "levelling-off" in domestic demands at 
some fut ure time. 
Nippon Electric Company (NEC) was outspoken in 
regard to the relationship between exports of and domestic 
demands for transistors. An export official said that "now 
is the time to prepare for exports, and shipments of excess 
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~nits to ~oreign countries should begin as soon as pos-
sible." It is believed that Japan's domestic demands for 
transistors should be saturated by 1962 at the latest. 
The position of Oki Electric Company has been 
somewhat different from other leaders in the field. Export 
officials said that while not hesitating to export transis-
tors when ordered by overseas customers, they have not 
emphasized exports of such items. 
Hitachi Limited, probably the largest manufacturer 
of transistorized industrial equipment in Japan, strongly 
advocates the official position of the Government and the 
industry association. 
In spite of the "official" statements, the statis-
tics presented in the preceding sections of this chapter 
indicate rather conclusively that exports of Japanese tran-
sistors have increased sharply during recent years. 
D. Federal Government Response to the Problem of Imports 
Based on the petition of the EIA, the OCDM has 
ordered a .formal investigation of imports of transistors 
and related products under .Section 8 of the Trade Agreements 
Act. The inqui r y '\dll cover all semiconductor products, 
including diodes, rectifiers, and transistors imported as 
separate units, as combinations of units, or contained in 
finished products. 
The inquiry will go beyond Japanese transistors, 
at which the EIA petition was aimed, and deal with imports 
6f that type from all sources. Electronic imports also come 
from Germany, Holland, and Great Britain; these imports are 
usually of the higher-priced variety and of relatively 
little menace to comparable United States products.82 
In accordance with OCDM procedure, all parties 
were to be given thirty days after formal announcement of 
the inquiry in the Federal register in which to indicate 
their intention to file statements. They were then to have 
an additional fifteen days in vlhich to submit the statements 
and another forty-five days in vlhich to submit rebuttals and 
similar material. OCDM did not have a public hearing on the 
pr oceedings. It also instructed other agencies, including 
the Business and Defense Services Administration and the 
Commerce Department, to present data bearing on the issue. 
If the OCDM finds Japanese imports threaten this nation's 
security, it can recommend appropriate action to the Presi-
dent. In the past, h01vever, it has moved slovrly in these 
investigations and has found favorably for American industry 
in only a fe1.·r scattered instances. 83 
E. Proposed Protective Quota System on Imports * 84 
The active campaign of the EIA to protect American 
industry from the increasing competition of transistor 
i mports has culminated in a r equest for a protective quota 
system. The proposed quota would be established on imports 
* Information in this section was obtained from biblio-
graphic reference 84. 
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used in military programs. The transistor industry has been 
selected as a 11guinea pig" by the EIA in its efforts to pro-
tect the domestic electronics industry. It was hoped that 
Congress would act on an import quota during 1960. 
After only three years, the Japanese in 1959 now 
supply twenty-five percent of all transistors used in the 
United States and fifty percent of all transistor radios. 
Even vdth duty and transportation costs, Japan has been 
able to sell electronic and radio products in this country 
for sixty percent less than Americru1 manufacturers. Japa-
nese equipment has been of excellent quality and they go 
the gamut in electronics from transistors to receiving 
tubes and radar components. In fact, the Japanese have 
established a government inspection bureau to assure that 
no inferior electronic merchandise is exported. 
The EIA believes that American manufacturers of 
transistors will stagnate if the request for a protective 
quota is not granted. Similar justification for the quota 
is the adequate continuation of our national defense program 
\·rbich requires that the transistor industry obtain remedial 
measures from the -United States Government. The high costs 
of transistor research and development cannot be maintained 
if there is no corresponding sales support. What has been 
asked for is similar to the quota on Japanese textiles now 
rn effect in this country. However, the EIA cannot approach 
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Japanese industry directly because that would be in viola- -
tion of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act. 
EIA did not ·ask for tariff restrictions because 
it would become necessary to raise tariffs in the United 
States from the present fifteen percent to more than six 
hundred percent merely to equalize the differential in wage 
and price structure of Japanese electronic imports. "That 
'\vill not happen, and EIA realizes it," said David R. Hull, 
president of the EIA. 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE TRADE ASSOCIATIONS AND THEIR ROLE IN STANDARDIZATION 
A. The Functions of Trade Associations in the Electronics 
Industry 
Because of its wide ramifications, the electronics 
industry has become highly specialized and is served by a 
variety of associations. Some of these bodies render a 
broad basic service and others are more limited in scope, 
but all of the associations have some bearing on industrial 
practices. These orgruuzations perform highly valuable 
services for both the industries and the public. Their 
publications present the latest advancements in their 
respective fields, and their meetings provide a medium for 
the mutual interchange of ideas and experiences among their 
members. 
B. Research Study of Trade Associations Regarding Transistor 
Standardization 
1. Preliminary Study of Trade Associations 
In view of the functions performed by the trade 
associations, it was thought logical to first consult these 
bodies regarding their position on the subject of stand-
ardizing transistor coding. Surely progressive action 
affecting an entire industry - in this case, the transistor 
industry - should have its inception with objective and 
representative groups. 
Thus, a compilation was made of all associations 
~erving the transistor industry, and a request for informa-
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tion then submitted to them.* This preliminary request 
was purposely quite broad in scope in an effort to elicit 
as much information as possible • . It was not surprising 
that the initial mailing obtained a return of eighty-six 
percent - tvrel ve out of fourteen replied - for the role of 
associations is to provide service and promote goodwill. 
Hovrever, a surprising fact was that most of the 
associations which replied either had no official position 
on the subject of cataloguing transistors and/or referred 
the writer to other associations. Specifically, a break-
down of the t welve replies revealed the following: 
a. Seven associations had no formal program on tran-
sistor standardization and referred the '~iter to 
the Electronic Industries Association. These assoc-
iations vrere: 
1. American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers 85; 
2. American Standards Association 86; 
3. Electronic Representatives Association 87; 
4. The Institute of Radio Engineers 88; 
5. Joint Technical Advisory Committee 89; 
6. National Electronic Distributors Assoc-
iation 90; and, 
-------------------------------------------------------------
* A listing of the associations contacted, along 'vith 
source references, and a sample copy of the letter 
requesting information may be found in the Appendix. 
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Radio-Electronics-Television Hanufactu~rs · 
" 
Association.91 
b. One association referred the request to its elec-
tronics committee with negligible results. 92 
c. Two associations could provide no assistance what-
ever: 
1. The Interdepartment Radio Advisory Com-
mittee replied that "the standardization 
of transistors is outside the purview of 
this Committee, and for this reason I 
cannot provide you vTi th information. 11 9 3 
2. The Armed Forces Communications and Elec-
tronics Association said "we have no pro-
gram of standardization that \~uld be of 
help to you." 94 
. d. Two associations provided excellent information as 
to their progressive programs in the field of tran-
sis tor cataloguing. These associations vrere: 
1. the Electronic Industries Association, and 
2. the National Electrical Manufacturers 
Association. 
2. Detailed Study of Trade Associations Engaged in 
Standardization 
After determining the degree of general leadership 
exerted by the various associations in transistor standard-
ization, the next step was to obtain specific information. 
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"The initial study indicated that _only two associations -
the Electronic Industries Association .and the National Elec-
trical Manufacturers Association and their jointly sponsored 
agency, the Joint Electron Device Engineering Council - have 
been actively attempting to gain transistor standardization. 
a. The Electronic Industries Association (EIA) 
The Electronic Industries Association (EIA) is a 
nonpro~it and cooperative body which promotes .all of the 
industry's interests. It includes among its members virtu-
ally all leading electronic, radio, and television manu-
facturers. The association, recognized as the industry's 
organized national spolcesman, cooperates vli th the trade, 
·vdth Congress, with the Federal Communications Commission, 
and vii th other ~ederal and ~oreign industry agencies. It 
represents and ~ulfills a national ~unction considered vital 
to the support o~ every interest concerned in electronic 
manufacturing. The association itsel~ is a member o~, and 
cooperates with, the Chamber of Commerce o:r the United States, 
and the National Industrial Council of the National Assoc-
iation of Manufacturers. Th€ association 1Nas organized in 
1924 as the Radio Hanufacturers Association and had a mem-
bership in 1945 of 285 manufacturers.95 
b. The National Electrical Hanu:facturers 
Ass.ociation (NEMA) 
The National Electrical Hanufacturers Association 
(NEMA), organized in 1926, has the follOi.ving objectives: to 
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promote and further the interests of manufacturers of elec- -
tric apparatus and supplies; to promote the standardization 
of electrical apparatus and supplies; to collect and dis-
seminate information of value to its membe~rs or to the 
public; to appear for its members before legislative com-
mittees, governmental bureaus, a11.d other bodies in regard 
to matters affecting the industry; to promote a spirit of 
cooperation among its members for the improved production, 
proper use, and increased distribution of electrical appa-
ratus and supplies; and to increase the amount, and improve 
the quality, of electrical service to the public. NEV~ had 
a membership of 490 in 1950. 96 
c. The Joint Electron Device EngineeriM 
Council (JEDEC) 97 
In 1944, EIA and NEHA established the Joint Elec-
tron Tube Engineering Council to serve the~ electron tube 
industry. JEI'EC was composed of Product Committees (i.e. 
receiving tubes, cathode ray tubes, semiconductors, etc.) 
and Service Committees (i.e. mechanical standardization, 
type designations, pa'ckaging,etc. ) .. The activities of these 
committees were coordinated by the JErEC Council vrhich was 
comprised of top-level representatives from the tube industry. 
\>Ji th the advent and subsequent grovrth of the sem-
conductor industry, it became more feasible to change the 
title of the Council. Thus, in September of 1958, the Joint 
Electron Device Engineering Council (JEDEC) was evolved 
. , 
' 
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from the original JETEC. The new Council is comprised of 
t\·TO SE:)parate councils, one dealing with tubes and the other 
"td th semiconductors. 
The Semiconductor Device Council ., of particular 
interest to t his thesis, has also been co-sponsored by the 
EIA and NEMA and vras organized to develop standards material 
and to conduct engineering activities for the sponsoring 
associations in the field of semiconductor devices. It 
develops proposals for adoption as standards by the spon-
soring associations and i s sues technical data. It functions 
as an autonomous body and makes contact vdth outside bodies 
to any extent necessary to carry out the a'bove responsi-
bilities. 
T'hirteen separate technical committees operate 
under the guidance of the Semiconductor De·vice Council and 
it is through the effort of the men serving on these com-
mittees that industry and the military are able to derive 
their semiconductor standards. These committees, \·lhich are 
staffed by representatives of companies manufacturing semi-
conductors, have developed type designation systems, methods 
of measur.ement, color codes, and a variety of other items. 
JEDEC realized that industry can operate effect-
ively only when data regarding the characteristics of such 
devices as transistors is accurately recorded and fully dis-
seminated. Purchase and distribution of transistors by non-
~ecbnical individuals depends upon use of type designations 
tnat accurately distinguish one type from another. The type 
designation must also provide reference points for use in 
sales manuals and other publications. To satisfy both these 
needs, JEDEC developed "'.vhat is known as "Semiconductor 
Device Type Assignment Proceduresrt and delegated the admin-
istration of this program to the EIA Standards Laboratory 
in Newark, New Jersey. 
c. The Transistor Cataloguing System Naintained by JEDEC 
1. The Reservation Procedure for Transistors 98 
Any manufacturer of a transistor, whether or not 
a member of NEt1A or EIA, may request a type designation from 
JEDEC. The ~.~itten request made by the manufacturer must 
provide sufficient data - both mechanical and electrical -
to prove that their transistor differs from any other 
existing device reserved or registered "'.vith the Council. 
In addition, the data must be provided in accordance with 
applicable formats developed by JEDEC committees. JEDEC, or 
its administrator, is the final authority in determining 
the sufficiency of submitted data. If the transistor is 
still undergoing development and complete information is 
not available, then all available data must be forwarded 
vdth the application. 
After receiving the request vdth accompanying 
information, JEDEC makes a search of existing type desig-
nations to determine whether the applicant's transistor 
has sufficiently discrete characteristics to warrant assign-
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fuent of a new JEDEC type designation. In some inst~~ces, 
major differences may be found such as dif.ferent basing 
connections, different maximum ratings; or, ne1·r tests of 
selected characteristics may have been applied to an 
existing device such as those for lovl noise, balanced 
effects, or low leakage values. Any single such difference 
is enough to justify the assignment of a new designation. 
Follovling the assignment, the sponsor is then 
advised of the particular designation which has been 
reserved for his transistor. The information received 
by JEDEC in the application vrill be kept confidential 
until the applicant is ready to inform the industry of 
its existence. Requests for information on t he transistor 
or its sponsor vlill be denied. At present, the JEDEC 
Council is trying to establish a maximum time period for 
maintaining a reservation; after vlhich, release of the 
technical data \>Jill become mandatory. 
2. The Registration Procedure for Transistors 
After obtaining a transistor type reservation, 
the manufacturer - or sponsor - mus·t comply vli th existing 
procedures to secure the registration of the transistor. 
Registration is the method of releasing the final data for 
distribution to the transistor industry. ,JEDEC assumes the 
function of distributing the information to all known manu-
£acturers of transistors in its category. Registrations 
are also listed, together 1rith a brief description of the 
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device, in the :monthly EIA Engineering Report and appropriate 
NEHA publications so that users and desigm:~rs in all fields 
of the industry may be notified of the exi:stence of the new 
transistor - its characteristics and type designation. 
At this point, the characteristics are regarded 
as public information and the sponsor relinquishes all prior 
rights to the transistor. Thus, any manufacturer may add a 
registered transistor to his production line, provided that 
patents and licensing arrangements are not a factor. The 
only stipulation being that all transistors bearing the new 
type designation must conform to the registered specifi-
cation. 99 
3. The Rer egistration Procedure for 'Transistors 
In addition, procedures have been established for 
recording changes in the physical or electrical charac-
teristics of registered transistors. Changes in technol-
ogy incorporated into existing transistors are designated 
through this process of reregistration. The reregistration 
may be suggested by any manufacturer. However, the tran-
sistor industry is allo-vred a thirty day study period to 
..,.leigh the relative merits of the proposed changes. If 
anyone offers a valid reason for not making the change, the 
proposed reregistration is cancelled. If no objections are 
raised, the transistor is characterize.d by the ne1<T data, 
superseding all previously registered information. Produc-
tion lines must then be altered to incorporate the modifi-
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cations which have been made final. lOO 
4. Summary of the Transistor Cataloguing System 
The foregoing is the system by which a manufac-
turer of transistors may standardize the cataloguing of his 
transistor output. Reservation enables the sponsoring com-
pany to secure a type designation which will be universally 
recognizable. Registration provides for increased compe-
tition since other transistor manufacturers have the choice 
of adding the nel:l transistor type to their production -
once the new type has been announced. Lower costs and 
multiple sources of supply are but two of the results of 
the registration process. Reregistration affords a means 
of incorporating design changes to market a better product. 
D. The Transistor Designation System Naintained by JEDEC 
Having reviewed the JEDEC procedure for r egis-
tering transistor t ypes, an analysis should follow of the 
designations applied to these devices. In the cataloguing 
of transistors, the type designation consists of: 
1. a first number symbol; 
2. a letter symbol; 
3. a second number symbol; and, 
4. a suffix letter if required. 
The first number symbol indicates the number of 
useful electrical connections, les s one. That is, a tran-
sistor having three useful connections would be assigned 
the number symbol 2. The letter symbol for transistors 
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is alvlays 11N11 • The second number symbol consists of tvro or -
more digits assigned consecutively starting vdth the number 
21 for each class of device designated by a specific first 
number symbol. Suffix letters are assigned to transistors 
to indicate later and modified versions vJb.ich may be uni-
laterally interchanged \dth the prototype. Thus, a typical 
transistor designation would appear as 2N3065B. 101 
A gap in the second number symbol sequence has 
been purposely provided by JEDEC. It is the intention of 
the Council to assign a three digit designator to every 
transistor below specified physical dimensions. Transis-
tors 1..rhich are relatively larger in size have been pro-
vided a four digit designator. The reason for reserving 
the three digit as signment for the smaller t ypes is to 
facilitate the imprinting of the designation on the tran-
sistor case after manufacturing. 
E. Current JEDEC Problem Areas in the Cataloguing 
of Trans istors 
1. Problems Associated with Standardization 
It must be realized that JEDEC can only suggest 
procedures for the industry to follow. It cannot require 
memberslup of the EIA to conform to the registration system. 
The Standards for Designation System states in its purpose 
that "the existence of such standards does· not in a_TJ.y 
respect pre clude any member or non-member of the EIA or 
NENA from manufacturing or selling products not conforming 
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to the standard." 102 Thus, the present system of cata-
loguing transistors is dependent on the voluntary coopera-
tion of the industry. 
One of the drawbacks in the present designation 
system lies in the fact that the type number does not iden-
tify any of the functions served by the transistor. Instead, 
the transistor is merely assigned a number in consecutive 
order. JEDEC feels that the present system imparts a high 
degree of flexibility to the manufacturer since it allows 
him to register and produce any number of varied transis-
tors. However, since JEDEC represents the manufacturers, 
it is logical to expect a coding system that -vmuld be 
advantageous to those producers - but what of the customers 
of these manufacturers, are they satisfied vdth the present 
system? 
The answer to this question is no. This problem 
vlas given major emphasis at the eighth annual convention of 
the Standards Engineers Society attended by some three hun-
dred representatives of major electronic producing firms 
throughout this country, Canada, and abroad. It vras pointed 
out that the transistor industry has been lax in producing 
uniform, clear, and effective standards. The premise that 
standardization might stifle engineering creativity was 
refuted at this meeting. "Creation is in the future; 
-standards are in the present and the past - but no future 
c ·an be created vli thout a link to the present. Standards 
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·and specifications are indispensible in any true creative 
effort. vfuatever the novelty of the new product, the more 
standardized parts and processes used, the cheaper and more 
reliable the new product vlill be." 103 
A similar reaction was expressed by engineers at 
the Airlines' Electronics Haintena.."lce Heeting held in Dallas, 
Texas during April, 1959. These engineers passed a motion 
urging transistor manufacturers to number transistors uni-
formly according to some fixed plan of industry standards. 
It -vras a common observation at this meeting that identical 
transistors from several manufacturers could be used inter-
changeably if only they were numbered alike. Airline 
representatives charged that they found specially nwnbered 
transistors, purchased a t a premium, were identical to com-
mercial lines in many cases. Manufacturers at the meeting 
contended that the special numbers indicated stricter 
quality control limits, not available in the commercial 
lines. However, an engineer retorted that t h e airlines 
could institute its ovm inspection tests if such strict 
l imits vrere desired. The airlines have been discovering 
t he corr~ercial numbers of transistors, and di s seminating 
this informati on throughout the industry. 104 
2. Problems Associat ed '.vi th Technological Advances 
In an intervievi ..,lith Iv1r. J. A. Caffiau.."'C, Secret-
ary of J EDEC, the opinion was expressed that the present 
-system of cataloguing transistors is the only means of 
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providing for advancements in the "state of the art." The -
transistor industry is progressing so rapidly and the devices 
are becoming so complex that the standards of today vlill be 
outmoded tomorrovT. Thus, any system of cataloguing itThich 
attempts to utilize parameter data will encounter difficulty 
vlith the improved variations. 105 
However, a ne"..v concept, the slope frequency cut-
off parameter, can be easily measured and is more akin to 
the actual performances of a transistor than other param-
eters. Tr.J>ough the use of this cut-off para.TJleter, tran-
sistor behavior can be more readily defined. This parameter 
is based on the theory that characteristics should be easy 
to measure and should have a direct relation to transistor 
performance so that the transistor can be designated 
directly in circuit design. 106 
Thus, it i s possible that the transistor manufac-
turers and their trade associations have become slightly 
complacent in their complete and unquestioned acceptance 
of the present method of cataloguing. Investigation has 
revealed a wide-spread attitude, prevalent throughout the 
transistor industry, that the electron tube industry was 
' faced vlith a similar problem and has managed to prosper. 
This attitude of self-satisfaction is not compatible \vi th 
a dynamic, growth industry. 
Proof of the rapid grovTth of the transistor 
industry may be found in the table on the follovling page 
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\~hich indicates the number of transistors registered I·Tith 
JEDEC through 1958. Since the beginning of transistor 
registrations in 1953, a total of 524 such devices have 
been registered with JEDEC to the end of 1958. In accept-
ing ltr . Caffiaux's view, perhaps the present number of 
registered transistor types can be catalogued effectively 
and vlith the stated degree of flexibility. Hovrever, the 
rate of growth of the industry, as measured by transistor 
registrations, indicates an alarming future situation for 
the cataloguing function. Since 1953, almost every year 
TABLE III: ANNUAL NUMBER OF TRANSISTORS REGIST ERED 
vJITH THE JOINT ELmTRON DEVICE ENGINEERING COUNCIL 
FOR THE YEARS 1953 TlffiOUGH 1958 
YEAR NID1BER 
1953 9 
1954 17 
1955 54 
1956 104 
1957 117 
1958 223 
Source: Electronic Industries Association: 
Electronics Industry Fact Book 1959. New York, 
1959. 
has seen registrations doubling those of the preceding 
y ear. It becomes problematical hovT long the existing 
' 
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cataloguing system, vrhich assigns the next consecutive 
number to each new registration, can continue to expand 
vli thout becoming chaotic. 
Similarly, the argument that the present catalog-
uing system has been used effectively with vacuun1 tubes 
might 1.vell be questioned. r·1any variables are introduced 
when an existing system is applied to a new device. '~e-
cause of the greater emphasis in recent years on research, 
it may safely be said that the transistor has advanced as 
far in eight years as the technology of vacuum tubes ad-
vanced in forty." 107 Vacuum tubes, their technology, and 
circuitry have had many years to become accepted by design 
engineers. This evolution of the vacuum tube, encompassed 
over a relatively long period of time, has given the 
engineer time to utilize the product and prepare for its 
successor. These years have also allowed the output of tube 
manufacturers to achieve a degree of standardization so 
that the JEDEC tube number is more readily identified with 
a specific tube by an experienced engineer. 
On the other hand, the typical design engineer 
- or creative user - has been exposed to a multiplicity of 
transistors which have been marketed over a short span of 
time. The past five years have witnessed the sales growth 
of commercial transistors and the concurrent advancements 
in transistor research and development. Thus, the tech-
-n±cal progress of each manufacturer has resulted in exter-
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nally different products, perhaps capable of performing the · 
same function - yet bearing dissimilar JEDEC catalogue 
numbers. This inability to recognize the functional char-
acteristics of advanced transistor types has created much 
confusion vli thin the electronics industry. 
3. Problems Associated vdth the Factor of Reliability 
Another area which properly belongs vdthin the 
purvievl of transistor trade as sociations has to do vlith 
programs designed to increase the reliability and to 
standardize the performance of mass-production transistors. 
The transistor industry must produce units which will 
perform vli thin the established limits contained in the 
JEDEC registration forms. Goodvlill for and engineering 
acceptance of the stock transistor requires that a reli-
able product be provided every customer. At this time, 
many design engineers prefer to buy expensive, custom-made 
transistors \·Thich are guaranteed to meet specifications, 
rather than face the risk of using a lower-cost, mass-
produced stock transistor which might not perform ade-
quately. Unfortunately, none of the trade associations 
contacted have any transistor reliability progr~1 now in 
effect. 
Recently, hm·rever, the JEDEC Committee on Sampling 
Procedures (JS-11) began considering the matter, and in 
~heir minutes of 2 June 1959 stated: 
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Reliability Study - Members of this task group met -
on June 1, 1959, to study the first draft of the 
questionnaire to be submitted to the members of 
J S-11 and various mru1ufacturers and users of semi-
conductor devices. It was also pointed out that 
the questionnaire should be sent to keep people in 
the industry directly concerned with the problem of 
reliability. 
The questionnaire will attempt to answer ques-
tions concerning (1) stress levels, (2) corre-
lation of accelerated life test data, and (3) 
indices used in measuring reliability. More 
specifically, the objectives the task group vdll 
attempt to obtain are definitions relating to 
semiconductor reliability, methods of measuring 
reliability, and formulate reliability specifi-
cation formats or perhaps formats for various 
classes of reliability. 108 
Although no further information has been made 
available regarding the results of this preliminary inves-
tigation, it is encouraging to see that JEDEC has recognized 
this growing problem and is attempting to solve it. 
F. A Suggested Future Role for Trade Associations 
In view of the fact that the transistor industry 
is in a state of dynamic growth, the various trade associ-
ations serving these manufacturers should institute an 
active, intra- and inter-industry program of education. 
In t erms of an intra-industry program, it should 
not suffice to have a cataloguing program if the transistor 
manufacturers will circumvent orderly registration pro-
cedures. Instead, the as sociations should jointly strive 
for more consistent standards within the industry for the 
cataloguing of transistors. 
An inter-electronics industry educational program 
.. 
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should be established by the associations, particularly 
NEMA and EIA, to ~cquaint design engineers with newly 
improved circuitry for standard transistors. Currently, 
many manufacturers are sending transistor schematics to 
design engineers, but the circuit is intended for the par-
ticular manufacturer's type. Thus, the role of the trade 
associations in the. future should be to surmount the com-
petitive attitude within the transistor industry and 
attempt to gain the confidence of the electronics industry 
with a well controlled program of standardization • 
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the chief engineer has the responsibility of designing and ~ 
producing reliable transistors for marketing by the sales, 
or marketing , manager. Thus, the questionnaires were 
directed to two homogeneous groupings. 
After determining the sample size, an interesting 
hypothesis vras evolved for future analysis. Initially, it 
was believed possible that the sales manager category would 
respond subject to the competitive biases which have been 
previously discussed. On the other hand, it was expected 
that the chief engineer category would be objective in 
their replies since they - as purely technical people -
would be more sympathetic towards the problem and less 
burdened v.Ji th marketing philosophy. Ho'l.vever, the results 
of the study, to be later discussed in detail, indicated 
an awareness of the problem ~d concurrent thought by 
both categories. 
B. Methodology Follovred in Research Study 
In preparing the questionnaire and accompanying 
letter, much attention was given to the achievement of a 
high rate of response. Traditional rules were followed in 
the preparation of both questionnaire and letter to gain 
this ObJ·ect;ve. 111 * ~ Proof of the planning lies in the 
fact that the initial mailing obtained a sixty percent 
~ -----------------------------------------------------------
* Samples of the questionnaire and accompanying letter 
appear in the Appendix. 
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return. This high rate of return is also indicative of the 
concern, which is becoming more evident throughout the 
industry, regarding transistor standardization. 
It was necessary to code each questionnaire for 
proper tabulation. In many cases, the respondent added 
pertinent comments and signed the questionnaire. In fact, 
fifty-nine percent of the returns supplied additional 
comments. 
Six key questions on transistor standardization 
were presented to the categorized sample. The first five 
required only a 11yes 11 or "no" answer, whereas the sixth 
question provided a choice of t1o1o probable courses of tran-
sistor evolution. This arbitrary delineation of transistor 
evolution purposely provided only divergent extremes. In 
planning the questionnaire, it was thought that this ap-
proach would evoke more original comments. Typical of the 
comments received was the follo1nng: 
Transistor evolution cannot be answered as strictly 
as indicated. Choice a. would appear the more 
logical ans"'.ver. However , state of art consider-
ations, both component and equipment, in conjunction 
vri th increasing reliability requirements, dictates 
the Choice b. approach for at least four or five 
years. 
c. Analysis of Questionnaire Returns 
1. The Present Cataloguing System 
Are you satisfied with the present method of classi-
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fying and numbering transistor types as monitored 
by the EIA (Electronic Industries Association)? 
The first question presented to the sample was 
aimed at the crux of the cataloguing problem: satisfaction 
~rith the present method of cataloguing transistor types. 
Results for this question, as illustrated by the following 
table, were not completely conclusive. 
~able IV: Analysis of Opinions by Transistor Chief Engineers 
and Sales }ianagers Regarding Satisfaction with Present Tran-
sistor Cataloguing Method 
Category 
Chief Engineers 
Sales lvlanagers 
TOTAL 
Satisfied 
Number . Percent 
7 
12 
19 
47% 
54% 
51% 
Not Satisfied 
Number Percent 
8 
10 
18 
53 % 
46 (;-! JO 
49% 
Source: Transistor Marketing Study by J. A. Carp 
Hmiever, one inference can be dra~m from this 
rather even distribution of returns: approximately half 
of the chief engineers and sales managers employed by tran-
sistor manufacturers are presently dissatisfied ¥rith the 
method of cataloguing the devices. A factor of fifty per-
cent, in itself, should be sufficient evidence to warrant 
a complete revamping of the transistor cataloguing system. 
Respondents have stated that the transistor 
-{ndustry is inviting the same upheaval from confusion as 
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that experienced by the vacuum tube industry. Only World 
1tJar II and its logistic factors could create sufficient 
impetus to force the resolution of standardization problems 
in the tube industry. \vi thin the transistor industry, the 
problem has been growing more acute since one production 
line can now produce from one- to three-hundred varied 
devices by selection - with each device requiring a type 
number. Thus, a grm·Ting number of responsible people within 
the industry recognize the prevailing problem . - the next 
step is to correct it. 
2. A Ne'\v Parameter Classification System 
Would you be in favor of a nevl classification 
system in vlhi ch the type number could signify 
key parameter data? 
The second question was rather closely related 
to the first. In probing the field of cataloguing, it 
became pertinent to determine ho'\v many within the sample 
-vrould be interested in a nevJ classification system. The 
second question proposed a specific me~~s of classification 
in whi ch the type number could signify key parameter data. 
Logically, it could be assumed that only those who 'o~ere 
dissatisfied vii th the present s~tem might be interested in 
a ne\v classification system. Of those interested in a new 
system, some probably would not care for the parameter 
~~proach. Thus, the second question should have found 
either fewer or the same number of proponents who had 
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indicated dissatisfaction \·lith the present system. Such 1.vas 
not the case, and is indicated in the following table. 
Table V: Analysis of Opinions by Transistor Chief Engineers 
and .Sales :Hanagers Regarding A Nevl Parameter Classification 
System 
In Favor Not In Favor 
Category Number Percent Number Percent 
. ~ . . 
Chief Engineers 10 67 % 5 33 % 
Sales Hanagers 14 64 % 8 36 % 
--------------- ---------------TOTAL 24 65% 13 35 % 
Source: Transistor Harketing Study by J. A. Carp 
One explanation for the emergence of proponents 
for this parameter classification system might be the fact 
that the first question mentioned that the present system 
is monitored by the EIA. It is thought that some respondents 
were overawed by the EIA, and would not - even anonymously -
vote against anything sponsored by t his association. How-
ever, this bias \vas removed in the second question vlherein 
similar information was requested without mentioning the 
name of any group. It can be seen that almost two-thirds 
of the respondents are in favor of a new classification 
system utilizing key parameter data. 
The concurrence of opinion among the two categories 
- chief engineers and sales managers - should also be noted. 
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3. Estimated JEDEC Transistor Type Registrations 
Of the total number of transistor t ypes manu-
factured by your company, what percentage of this 
total bears a JEDEC (Joi~t Electronic Devices 
Engineering Council) t y pe registration number? 
The t hird question in the study attempted to 
obtain an estimate of the percentage of transistor t ypes 
manufactured by each company vlhich bore a JEDEC type regis-
tration number. This information, if provided, should 
indicate the effectiveness of the present cataloguing 
system and also the cooperativeness of each company. The 
foll ovTing table summarizes the results. 
Table VI: Analysis of Estimates by Transistor Chief 
Engineers and Sales Managers Regarding the Percentage of 
Total Transistor Production Bearing JEDEC Registration 
Numbers 
Category Percentage 
Chief Engineers 50.6 % 
Sales :Hanagers 53 . 0 % 
----------TOTAL 52 . 1 % 
Source: Transistor Narketing Study by J. A. Carp 
It can be seen that, on average, only ha~f of 
the transistor types produced by each company bears a 
JEDEC registration number. In the words of one sales 
-manager respondent : 
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Trying to stop the flow of new transistor types is 
a tough thing from a commercial standpoint. If you 
don't offer a narrow spread on a significant param-
eter , someone else will - and you are out in left 
field without that all important .ord~r. 
Thus, in their attempt to maximize sales, the transistor 
firms are circumventing the JEDEC registration procedures 
and are offering company-designated transistors to custom-
ers. Another sales manager admitted the 11great need for 
standardization," but presented the justification of his 
firm for failing to comply vdth established registration 
procedures. In view of competition, it was stated, this 
- and every other - transistor producer has been constantly 
striving to be the exclusive supplier of their customers. 
In this way , custom-made units, produced to customer's 
specifications, have been the rule rather than the exception. 
4. Customer Demand for Transistor Standardization 
Have you experienced any interest for industry-
wide standardization from your customer s? 
A cogent consideration is whether the customer 
will continue to be satisfied with obtaining desired tran-
sisters from one supplier without the ability to appraise 
devices of competitive producers. Custom-made transistors 
are usually more expensive than standard items. It became 
relevant at this point to ask the sample whether their 
-customers had expressed any interest for industry-wide 
-s-tandardization. 
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Table VII: .Analysis of Opinions by Transistor Chief .. Engineers 
and Sales Managers Regarding Customer Interest For Transistor 
Standardization 
Chief Engineers Sales Nanagers 
OQinion Categor~ Number Percent Number Percent 
Customer Interest 11 73 % 18 82 % 
No Customer Interest 3 20 % 4 18 % 
No Comment 1 7 % 
---------------- ----------------TOTAL 15 100 % 22 100 
Source: Transistor Narketing Study by J. A. Carp 
As indicated in Table VII, a surprisingly large 
percentage of respondents admitted to customer interest for 
standardization. It 1-rould appear that the transistor user 
is becoming more vocal in expressing concern over the ex-
isting confusion in cataloguing. However, as evidenced by 
comments contained in the questionnaires, the customers' 
demands are being disregarded. 
% 
A typical comment was provided by a chief engineer: 
In such a rapidly advancing art, many nevT and 
i mproved types will continue to be developed and 
should be. In time, the rate of development of 
ne'\v types will decline and certain desirable types 
will survive as nstandard" transistors; many of 
the types now offered will become obsolete. 
The thought contained in this comment is that standardization 
--belongs in the future. The transistor industry has disre-
~arded the need for consolidating gains by formally weeding-
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out obsolete items. No one can dispute tne need for contin~ 
uing research and development - but the supplementary mech-
anism of cataloguing these improvements and othe.rvrise pro-
viding for the commercial market must also keep pace . 
5. Transistors for the Design Engineer 
Do you feel there are presently t oo many transistor 
types being offered to the design engineer? 
The fifth· question of the market study posed a 
rather interesting problem area: did the manufacturers feel 
that there are presently too many transistor types being 
offered to the design engineer? Surely, it would take some 
soul-searching for a chief engineer or sales manager to 
admit the fact that his industry was producing too many 
types . A positive answer to this question would be a strong 
vote for more rigid cataloguing procedures. The results 
of this question are shown in Table VIII. 
Table VIII: Analysis of Opinions by Transistor Chief 
Engineers and Sales Hanagers Regarding the Number of Tran-
sistor Types Being Offered to the Design Engineer 
Too Man:;L T:;L:QeS Not Too 11an:;L T:;L:Qes 
Categor:;L Number Percent Number .Percent 
. . 
- . 
. . 
Chief Engineers 14 93 % l 7 % 
Sales l-1anagers 17 77 % 5 23 % 
---------------- ----------------TOTPJ.. 31 84 % 6 16 % 
Bource : Transistor Marketing Study by J. A. Carp 
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No other question in the study presented such a 
strong result. The chief engineer category, sympathetic to 
the problem of the design engineer, almost unanimously 
indicated an overabundance of transistor types. The sales 
manager category, perhaps sensing a marketing implication 
to the question, vlas slightly less in accord as to the 
situation. 
One sales manager commented that: 
It might truthfully be stated that a significant 
level of confusion exists now, \rith the great 
number of types in existence. But the transistor 
manufacturers realize the designer's dilemma and 
are more than willing to aid him in choosing the 
correct type for his application. This introduces 
an imperfection in the nature of the competition 
in the semiconductor industry. If a company has 
a wide line of transistors and a good applications 
engineering service, it gains a competitive edge 
by being able to offer a transistor type to a 
specific customer for all of his needs. Even 
though the types may not, .in all cases, be the 
best or the cheapest for the various applications, 
the customers will stick "'.vi th the company because 
of this service and availability. 
Thus, the transistor manufacturers are not overly 
anxious to remove this imperfection from compe-
tition by eliminating the confusion caused by the 
many types of transistors in existence. Speaking 
for ••• Company let me say, however, that we will 
not oppose any reasonable suggestion for reclas-
sifying types, for we are confident that a progres-
sive company such as ours would "'.rin out no matter 
what the nature of the competition. 
Once again, the element of competition - previ-
ously discussed - has been raised. From a sales and profit 
standpoint, competition is both healthy and expected; how-
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·ever, intra-industry competition that does not benefit the 
purchaser cannot be condoned. The comment of the sales 
engineer is particularly relevant. Manufacturers ration-
alize the confusion by employing an added service - the 
appiications engineer - to push their line of transistors 
which "may not, in all cases, be the best or the cheapest 
for the various applications." No stronger evidence can be 
presented for the cause of transistor standardization. 
6. The Future Evolution of Transistors 
Do you feel that the future evolution of transistors 
is best described by: 
(a) Hul ti function transistors, tride parameter 
range, standardized transistor types. 
(b) Single function transistors, narrow parameter 
range, many transistor types. 
The follo'\-ling comment by a sales manager respond-
ent succinctly expresses the opinion of the sample to this 
question. 
Question six cannot be correctly answered in only 
one tvay. Choice (a) vlil]_ occur ~>There lovl price and 
moderate performance are acceptable, for example 
electronic organs . Choice (b) is the more frequent 
case since the parameter ranges offered are those 
demanded by the designer. In many cases, we can 
offer lm·l price in a choice (b) case by having the 
customer purchase umany" types in the proportion 
-vrhich they are produced. This is common practice 
in portable radios, auto radios, and certain com-
puters. We feel that multi-function and single-
function transistors are here to stay. 
As tvas earlier stated, this question was prima-
rily designed to elicit thought and comment. To this end, 
the question succeeded . Statistical results of thi s ques-
tion are shown in Table IX. 
Table IX: Analysis of Opinions by Transistor Chief Engineers 
and Sales Managers Regarding the Future Evolution of 
Transistors 
Chief Engineers Sales Managers 
O~inion Categorl Number -Percent Number Percent 
•• • # # • 
Choice (a) 
* 7 47 % 9 41 % 
Choice (b ) 
* 7 47 % 11 50% 
No Selection 1 6 % 2 9 % 
---------------- ----------------TOTAL 15 100 % 22 100 
* Refer to the choice descriptions shown on page 120 . 
Source: Transistor Marketing Study by J. A. Carp 
It can be seen from Table IX that no obvi ous 
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pattern to the future evolution of transistors vras obtained 
from the sample. However, under the obvious conclusion 
that many types of transistors will continue to be offered 
to the electronics market, the transistor industry should 
establish sound procedures f or proper identification of the 
devices . 
D. Summary of Research Studl Findings 
In a sens.e, the market research study was 
rewarding . Data was obtained to support the hypothesis 
~at the lack of standardization in the cataloguing of 
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transistors \'las a direct result of the rapid grmvth of and -. 
competitive elements vd thin the industry. Also, it vras 
determined that a large number of responsible people \·lithin 
the transistor industry now see the need for an effective 
cataloguing program. ~Similarly, the customers of the tran-
sistor industry have been r equesting industry-wide stand-
ardization. H01.-rever, the existence of a problem of such 
import vlithout any centralized corrective action is 
disturbing . 
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CHAPTER VIII 
• • • • I • • • 
PROPOSED COURSES OF ACTION 
This thesis has attempted to explore the many 
distribution problems accompanying the rapid growth of the 
transistor industry. The transistor's suitability in so 
many applications, along "l..d. th the grmrlth of the overall 
electronics industry, has presented a challenge both to 
the research engineer and to the marketing manager. Each 
ne"'.'T development from the research laboratory has provided 
the marketing department with a further means of product 
differentiation. Thus, research programs in the transis-
tor industry have been maintained to a large extent in the 
hope of improving the competitive sales position of each 
individual firm. Unfortunately, in the competitive race 
to gather segments of the expanding market, the transistor 
firms have paid little heed to the problem of cataloguing. 
A. Importation of Japanese Transistors 
Only the threat of Japanese competition provided 
the spark to generate united action by domestic transistor 
producers. The Electronic Industries Association (EIA), 
repre s enting American manufacturers, has filed a petition 
-vlith the Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization charging 
that imports of Japanese transistors constitute a threat 
to the security of the United States. This petition has 
broader marketing implications. Host transistors imported 
rrom Japan have been produced under licenses granted by 
American firms. Thus, in effect, the EIA has been placed 
in the untenable position of accusing, by implication, its 
principal members - the firms most heavily involved in 
defense production and research - of bringing about the 
present peril. 
Imports of Japanese tr~~sistors have been in the 
10\.v-price category and fall short of :minimum military and 
industrial end-use requirements. The Government has ample 
authority to insure the United States' productive capacity 
to produce transistors in sufficient volume to meet all 
military and defense requirements. It may be concluded 
that the EIA petition overstated the problem of foreign 
competition in an attempt to protect domestic markets. 
B. Appraisal of Transistor Harketing Procedures 
From both a marketing and production standpoint, 
effedti ve standardization and cataloguing might vrell be 
t he means of meeting foreign competition. The attention 
of the EIA and the transistor industry should be turned to 
the pres sing problem of standardization in the cataloguing 
of these devices. The competitive aspects of transistor 
marketing has led to chaotic conditions in the cataloguing 
procedure. The present transistor r egistration procedure 
has not afforded proper consideration for the needs of the 
design engineer - the technical consumer. The transistor 
industry has done very little to standardize the growing 
nUmber of transi s tor t ypes - and in vie-vr of research no-vr 
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in progress, the situation is not likely to be improved. 
Thus, it is recommended that a new cataloguing system be 
established. 
1. Proposed Parameter Cataloguing System 
This section ·wtll present a tentative cataloguing 
system which could be used by the transistor industry. The 
type of sys tem has been based on data gathered during the 
research study and discussions held with design engineers. 
Hoi.·Tever, it must be realized that a more comprehensive 
s ys tem would of necessity require detailed research '\•Ti th 
t he transistor industry, the trade association \vhich would 
monitor the sys tem, and other segments of the electronics 
industry which utilize transi s tors. The recommended param-
eter t ype of cataloguing system is intended as a beginning 
- to be modified after reviev.r by all interested parties. 
In establishing a new cataloguing system, the 
needs of the design engineer should be kept paramount. The 
following cataloguing system i s recommended to provide infor-
mation regarding transistor application v.rhich will assist 
in the selection of the correct type. 
DERIVATION OF CATALOG Nill:ffiER 
Realizing that the catalog designator should 
provide meaningful data and yet be easy to remember, it is 
suggested that the present frame1vork of five digits and one 
~etter be maintained. Thus, the proposed catalog number 
-would appear as follows: 
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2B3456. 
The first digit (2) would, as in the present 
system, indicate the nmnber of useful electrical connections, 
les s one. All transistors having three useful connections 
-vrould be assigned the number symbol 2. 
The letter designator (B) is provided as a means 
of organizing transistors into various application cate-
gories. At present, such categories, \nth suggested letter 
designator.s., would be as follows: 
A. Audio units \vhich are mostly general purpose 
t ypes, under one watt power rating. 
B. High frequency units \vhich include transistors 
ranging up to and above the vhf range. 
c. Pov!er devices vlhich include transistors that are 
rated at one watt and above. 
D. }ligh-level S\ritching devices which include tran-
sistors intended for handling high currents. 
E. Lovr-level S\·li tching transistors 'l:vhich are low 
povmr devices for svri tching signal circuits. 
X. Special types such as photo transistors and uni-
junction units would be included in this desig-
nator. 
It can be seen that only six letter designators have been 
used, thereby allovring expansion for technological advance-
-ments. 
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CODING OF NAJOR P AR&\1ETER I NFORHATION 
Every transistor type can be further classified 
based on parameter values. The selection of fundrunental 
parameters was accomplished through interviev.rs with design 
engineers, all of vlhom proved to be in accord as to the 
four most important parameters. The selected parameters, 
v1hich "~:rill comprise the last four digits, are as foll01:1s: 
Digit 3. Small-Signal Current Transfer Ratio (hfe) 
This ratio reflects the change ·in output 
Digit 4. 
current with ac output circuit shorted 
div:lded by the change in input current, 
measured at 1,000 cycles per second. 
Alpha-Cutoff Frequency (fae) 
This is the frequency at vThich the forvlard 
ct~rent transfer ratio drops to 0.707 times 
its low frequency value. 
Digit 5. Collector Wattage (\Ale) 
This rating indicates the required pm:rer 
supply for t he circuit. It also indicates 
the margin of safety before parallel tran-
sistor construction is required. 
Digit 6. Collector Voltage (Vc) 
This rating further indicates the type of 
"' 
compatible povrer supply required. If the 
povrer supply voltage exceeds this rating, 
the transistor vrill cease to function. 
J 
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These parameters are readily obtainable since each 
manufacturer provides a specification sheet listing the 
electrical characteristics of each transistor type produced. 
Thus, these four parruaeters would be phased into the catalog 
number . 
In establishing the parameter range to be repre-
sented by each digit, consideration must be given to future 
technological improvements. Each of the above par~1eters 
can then be divided into t ypical ranges. The following 
represents the range for each digit of the described param-
eters, allovring for future expansion: 
Digit 3. Small-Signal Current Transfer Ratio <hre) 
Listed in order of increasing ~eta, each of 
the ten possible digits represents 100. Cur-
rently transistors are in the 300 beta range. 
Digit 4. Alpha-Cutoff Frequency (fae) 
Listed in order of increasing alpha~cutoff 
frequency, the first five digits would 
represent kilocycles, whereas the last five 
digits would represent megacycles . This 
differentiation is particularly important 
when expressing the frequencies of high-
level svritching transistors which are pre-
dominantly in kilocycle ranges; however, low-
level svntching and high frequency transis-
tors have frequencies predominantly in mega-
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cycle ranges. Thus, each digit would repre-
sent 200 kilocycles or megacycles. 
Digit 5. Collector Wattage Ole) 
Listed in order of increasing p01-Ter dissip-
ation, the first five digits would represent 
milliwatts, whereas the last five digits 
would represent vratts. This differentiation 
is particularly important -vrhen expressing 
the povrer of high frequency and low-level 
svtitcbing transistors which are in milliwatt 
ranges; however, high-level switching and 
power transistors are predominantly in watt 
r anges . Thus, each digit would represent 
200 milliwatts or watts. 
Digit 6. Collector Voltage (Vc) 
Listed in order of increasing voltage, each 
of the ten possible digits represents 100 
volts. Currently transistors are in the 
300 volt range. 
PROVISION FOR ·SUBSIDIARY LISTINGS 
Having provided ranges for each of the four param-
eters, it becomes essential to provide the means of identi-
fying each transistor type produced by the industry. So far, 
under the proposed system, only broad groups of transistors 
can be effectively catalogued. It is now proposed that the 
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p rimary catalog number be supplemented vdth a secondary 
listing further delineating the range of values for each 
parameter digit. This listing vrould first be by application 
category (audio, high-frequency, etc.); and for each cate-
gory, the ten parameter digits would be indicated vli th a 
further numerical division into more restrictive parameter 
values. Included in this subsidiary listing 1 .. rould be the 
name of each company making the particular transistor and 
an identification number for the transistor. The cata-
loguing system in ~ts .entire:ty would be monitored by the. 
EIA and periodic listings would be furnished to the industry. 
As an alternative, the primary catalog number 
could provide parameter data for each of the applicat·ion 
categories. In this case, the value range for each of the 
four key parameters -vrould be different ''Then employed vli th 
the various application categories. This approach requires 
more understanding by the design engineer as to the value 
range contained within each digit. 
2. Advantages of Parameter ·cataloguing 
There are many advantages to a system of parameter 
cataloguing. One of its main features is that the selection 
of transistors by the design engineer would be made easier. 
Also, the competitive aspects of the present cataloguing 
system would be eliminated. Such a system would prevent 
the needless assignment of registration numbers since the 
electrical characteristics of each transistor type 1vould 
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indicate its correct coding. 
Hm·Iever, one vi tal requirement is essential for 
the success of a parameter cataloguing system. It should 
be mandatory that the test met hods used in establishing t he 
transistors' characteristics should be uniform throughout 
the industry. At present, there has not been complete 
acceptance of the test methods proposed by the EIA. 
In conclusion, the development of the transistor 
marks an important step in s.cientific research; however, 
commercial exploitation of this device requires the appli-
cation of sound marketing practices. 
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-A.: Factory Production and Sales of Tr~~sistors 
For The Years 1954 Through 1959 
(In Thousands of Units and Dollars) 
~ Units Dollars 
1954 1,318 5,122 
1955 3,647 12,253 
1956 12,8lt0 37'9.l5'~ · · 
1957 28,738 69,739 
1958 47,051 112,730 
. . 
1959 66 ,000* 14o,OOO* 
* Estimated 
Source: Electronic Ne'\·TS. vo1. 4, no. 158, 
17 August -1959. p. 63. 
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B.: Excerpts From Comments By Leading Producers 
Of Transistors In The Gr·eater Boston Area 
1. Dr. \Villiam J. Pietenpol, vice-president and general 
manager, -Semiconductor -Division, Sylvania Electric 
Products, Inc. 
"It is only a matter of time before the Japanese 
move into quality types of devices." He also stated that, 
"the military market would be relatively free from the Jap-
anese import threat, although by cutting into other markets, 
it might serve to boost prices on military types from dom-
estic makers." 
2. Arthur L. Chapman, president, CBS-Electronic Division, 
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. 
"There is little question that the J apa.nese \vould 
expand in the computer and data processing field, electronic 
equipment generally, and Government markets. But it is too 
early to predict when this -vlill happ.en. CBS is supporting 
the EIA report on Japanese transistors. 11 
3· David Bakalar, president, Transitron Electronic Corp. 
"I do not believe that Japanese imports \·Till pose 
a serious threat to my firm's markets. American users of 
transistors require a high degree of liaison bet1·1een maker 
and user. Also, the military can not afford to use sources 
that might be cut off in time of emergency." 
. 
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4. An anonymous official of Raytheon Company's Semicon-
ductor Division 
"It is apparent the Japanese vrill enter the com-
puter and equipment fields in depth by the end of 1960. In 
time, they could probably capture bet-v1een t vrenty-fi ve and 
forty percent of the entire American transistor market. As 
distribution and field application channels are better estab-
lished, the threat vrill become even more pointed, and vrill 
provide exceedingly capable competition. Japan has been 
f ollovring the lead of American developed transistors, but 
with rising profits they will spend more on futuristic 
engineering, and vrill exert nevr design leadership." 
Sour ce: Fear Industrial Harket Use of Japan Transistors. 
Electronic NevTs. vol. 4, no . 168, 12 October 1959. 
p • . 52. . . ---
. 
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·c.: Trade Associations Contacted Regarding Transistor 
Standardization Policies 
1. American Association of Engineers 
2. American Institute of Electrical Engineers 
3. American Society for Quality Control 
4. American Standards Association 
5. Armed Forces Communications & Electronics 
Association 
6 . Association of Electroni.c Parts & 
Equipment Nanufacturers 
7. Electronic Industries Association 
8. Electronic Representatives Association 
9. Institute of Radio Engineers 
10. Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee 
ll . Joint Technical Advisory Committee 
12. National Electrical Hanufacturers Association 
13. National Electronic Distributors Association 
14. Radio-Electronics-TV Hanufacturers Association 
Sources: 
(a) Encyclopedia of American Associations. 
Gale -Research Company, 1956 • . 
Detroit, 
(b) Harris , R. A., ed.: Associations and Societies. 
\Vho 's Who In Electronics , 1958. Cleveland, Electronic 
Periodicals, 1958. 
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D.: Sample Letter Submitted To Trade Associations 
Serving The Transistor Industry 
Dear Sir: 
At present, I am gathering material for 
my Iv!aster 's thesis and vlould appreciate the 
assistance of your organization. · 
The thesis shall delve into the subject 
of transistors; and specifically, I am seeking 
information regarding: 
1. any program fostered by your organ-
ization for a standard means of coding 
ru2d othervdse identifying the rapidly 
increasing types of transistors being 
produced; 
2. any program designed to increase the 
reliability and standardize the per-
formance of mass-producti0n transis-
tors; 
3· plus, any general information or data 
,,J'hich might be applicable to the thesis 
subject. 
Tharucing you in advance for your attention, 
I remain, 
Sincerely yours, 
Jordan A. Carp 
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E.: Explanatory Letter Accompanying The Thesis Questionnaire 
JORDAN A. CARP 
130 Washington Street 
Brighton 35, Massachusetts 
31 December 1959 
Dear Mr. 
As you will notice from Professor Beckwith's letter, I am 
presently writing my Master's Degree thesis on the cataloguing of 
transistors. 
It would be appreciated if you would take a few moments to 
complete the attached questionnaire. For your convenience, a 
self-addressed, stamped envelope has also been enclosed. 
The anonymity of your reply is assured, since there is no request 
for either signature or other identification. 
This thesis, when published, should be of assistance both to the 
industry and cognizant trade associations since little printed matter has 
appeared on the subject. 
Thank you for your prompt attention. 
Sincerely yours, 
F.: 
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THESIS QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. Are you satisfied with the present method of classifying and number-
ing transistor types as monitored by the E.I.A. (Electronic Industries 
Association) ? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
2. Would you be in favor of a new classification system in which the 
type number could signify key parameter data? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
3. Of the total number of transistor types manufactured by your com-
pany, what percentage of this total bears a JEDEC (Joint Electronic 
Devices Engineering Council) type registration number? 
---% 
4. Have you experienced any interest for industry-wide standardization 
from your customers? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
5. Do you feel there are presently too many transistor types being 
offered to the design engineer? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
6. Do you feel that the future evolution of transistors is best described 
by: 
(please choose only one) 
) a. Multi function transistors, wide parameter range, 
standardized transistor types. 
) b. Single function transistors, narrow parameter range, 
many transistor types. 
7. Do you have any general comments relative to the subject of 
transistor standardization? 
12/ 31/59 
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